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Message from the President

As  I have stated on several occasions, the 

CAVR Report Chega! is an extraordinary 

and deeply distressing document on 

our past but one that can make an important 

contribution to the on-going building of our nation. 

Its recommendations are based on our history 

and are intended to help us avoid a repetition 

of the worst aspects of this history, particularly 

the institutional and communal violence that has 

victimised so many and continues to threaten 

us.  

The Parliament and Government of Timor-
Leste are ultimately responsible for addressing 
the report and its recommendations. Chega!, 
however, is not just a report to the authorities but 
to all of us as Timorese. I want Chega! to be a 
learning process for all of us. Every organization 
and individual at all levels of society in Timor-Leste 
should know about Chega! and do what they can 
to see that its central message of non-violence, 
accountability and respect for human rights and 
the rule of law is realized in our society. 

For this reason, I have provided funding from 
the President’s 2007 reconciliation budget for 
the production of this resource kit. This kit offers 
alternative ways of engaging with the long and 
complex CAVR Report. Key agents of change 
in our society -  teachers, NGOs, women, the 
church and our international friends – can utilize 
the practical resources in this kit to make use of 
Chega! in their work and to bring its important 
messages to the wider community. 

Like the period it addressed, CAVR is now history. 
But its work for reconciliation and human rights is 
far from finished and needs to be built on by all 
East Timorese. I believe this kit will assist in this 
regard and am very pleased to have been able 
to make it possible.

Jose Ramos-Horta

President
Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste
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Introduction

district training program in Chega! given with the 
support of the World Bank. Thanks to a grant 
from the Office of President Ramos-Horta, it has 
now been possible to print the kit and to make it 
more widely available.

The kit tells where to get Chega!, how to use its 
companion film Dalan ba Dame and what other 
resources and facilities are available. It also 
contains all the Recommendations in Chega! 
and guidelines for the implementation of many 
of them. 

Organisations in five key sectors are called to take 
up the Chega! challenge: civil society, women, 
faith communities, teachers and international 
organizations. These organizations have the 
networks and capacity to integrate the lessons 
and recommendations of Chega! into their day-
to-day work – as advocates, teachers, community 
workers, and organizers – and to contribute to 
building the culture of peace and human rights 
that the people of Timor-Leste have requested 
through the CAVR process. 

Rev Agustinho de Vasconselos

Executive Director
Post-CAVR Technical Secretariat

When the Timor-Leste Comissao 

de Acolhimento, Verdade e 

Reconciliacao (CAVR) completed its 

Report in 2005, National Commissioners had to 

decide what to call this important document. To 

help make this decision, they asked themselves: 

what is the principal message that the people of 

Timor-Leste have conveyed to us during our four 

years of inquiry into Timor’s violent past?  After 

deliberating and talking to President Xanana 

Gusmao, we decided that the people’s most 

ardently expressed wish was that there should 

be no more violence and that this was best 

summed up in the single word Chega! – stop, no 

more, enough! 

This resource kit has been prepared to help turn 
this aspiration into reality. Its purpose is to make 
the CAVR report Chega! work for non-violence 
and human rights. Chega! is not just an account 
of past violations and who/what is responsible. 
Nor is it only a Report to the Parliament and 
the Government. It is also a call for action by 
the community. Key groups in Timor-Leste are 
called to engage with the CAVR report and to 
mobilize to implement its principal lessons and 
recommendations. This challenge should not be 
left to the Parliament and Government alone. 

The resources in this kit have been developed by 
the Post-CAVR Technical Secretariat for its NGO 
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What people say 

Kofi Annan
UN Secretary-General 
26 July 2006

“The CAVR Report constitutes an important 
milestone in the search for justice, truth and 
reconciliation in Timor-Leste… It is my sincere 
hope that (it) will be an enduring contribution 
to building the Timorese nation and will help to 
prevent the recurrence of such tragic events in 

Timor-Leste and elswhere.”

Jose Ramos-Horta 
Nobel Peace Laureate
President of Timor-Leste, 

“The extensive CAVR Report is an 
encyclopedia of our history, rich in both 
teachings and suffering. We must utilise 
its great teachings to better understand 
today’s crisis and to help prevent future 

crises.” 

this collective experience over 25 years must 
“The Report of CAVR concerning 

be considered. This common experience helps us to 
understand our past and to better know ourselves. And 
for that reason we cannot ignore the lessons of the 

past in order to understand the current 
crisis and protect the future.” 

Xanana Gusmao
Prime Minister of 

Timor-Leste
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“This is a monumental report, massive in its detail 
and scope, that  documents in harrowing detail a 
quarter-century of war, massacre, torture, forced 

relocations, starvation and systematic rape.”

Tom Hyland, International Editor, The Sunday Age, Melbourne.

“Easily the most important document on crimes against 
humanity to have emerged since the Timor crisis began to 

unfold in 1975.”

James Dunn, author of ‘East Timor: A Rough Passage to Independence’.

“Chega! is highly appreciated especially by those who believe in the 
importance of grasping the truth as a lesson learned so that crimes against 

humanity do not recur.”
Asmara Nababan, former Head of the Indonesian Human Rights 

Commission

“The socialisation of Chega! is very important for the 
peoples of both Timor-Leste and Indonesia so that both 
communities know what really happened.”

Ade Rostina Sitompul, Indonesian human rights activist

about Chega!
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What is Chega! 

Chega! is Portuguese for ‘no more, stop, 
enough’.  It was chosen as the title of the 
official Report of the Timor-Leste Comissao de 
Acolhimento, Verdade e Reconciliacao (CAVR) 
because it captures the main message given by 
victims to the CAVR. This was that the human 
rights they experienced must never be allowed 
to recur in Timor-Leste. 

CAVR

CAVR functioned 2002-2005 and was led by 
seven East Timorese National Commissioners, 
chaired by Aniceto Guterres Lopes. CAVR was 
an independent, Timorese institution whose 
terms of reference were defined by UNTAET 
Regulation 2001/10 and subsequently endorsed 
by the National Parliament of Timor-Leste. 
Its mandate was to establish the truth about 
human rights violations between 25 April 1974 
and 25 October 1999, to facilitate community 
reconciliation, and to write a report on its work, 
findings and recommendations. It also ran a 
victim support program, made a film, published a 
series of historical posters and several books and 
rehabilitated a number of buildings, most notably 
the former Portuguese/Indonesian prison in 
Balide which served as its national headquarters. 
CAVR was funded by international donors.

Chega!

Chega!  is   over   2500 pages long.   President 
Ramos-Horta  has described it as “an 
encyclopedia, rich in both teachings and 
suffering”. The CAVR was required by law to 
write the Report impartially and objectively. Its 

contents cover the CAVR’s creation, activities, 
victim support, community reconciliation work, 
truth-seeking about human rights violations 
between 25 April 1974 and 25 October 1999, 
including violations committed by Timorese, and 
its findings and recommendations. In addition 
to reporting on violations, the Report contains 
sections on the history of Timor-Leste, the 
Resistance, the Indonesian military, the church, 
civil society and the international community. 
 

Who was it written for?
 
The Report is principally directed to those most 
deeply involved in building the new Timor-Leste: 
the people of Timor-Leste and their community 
organizations, the Parliament, the President of 
the Republic, the Government and its agencies, 
the international community (including Indonesia 
and the UN) and donors.

Recommendations

The CAVR law required the Commission to 
make recommendations that would promote 
reconciliation, prevent a repetition of the 
violations documented in the Report, and 
respond to the needs of the victims of these 
violations. The Recommendations include many 
practical proposals such as the establishment 
of a reparations program and a CAVR follow-up 
institution and concrete measures to promote 
non-violence and human rights..

Further information

A summary of the CAVR Report’s findings and 
recommendations can be found in the brochure 
‘Introducing…. Chega’. This brochure is 16 pages 
in length and available in Indonesian and English 
from the Post-CAVR Technical Secretariat.

For further information, visit the CAVR website: 

www.cavr-timorleste.org
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After completing their 
work and signing  Chega!, 
CAVR’s seven National 
Commissioners presented it 
to President Xanana Gusmao 

on 31 October 2005.

Aniceto Guterres Pe Jovito de Araujo Olandina Caeiro Jacinto Alves

Isabel Guterres Jose Estevao 
Soares

Rev Agustinho de 
Vasconselos
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Where to get Chega!
The full Chega! Report, shorter versions of the Report and related documents can be accessed in 
the following ways:

www.cavr-timorleste.org

The one-stop-shop CAVR website.

Four languages (Tetum, Portuguese, Indonesian and English)

Easy to use

Contents include:

*  Full Chega! report  * Chega! Executive Summary * Updates * 20 
historical posters * Endangered archive copying program * CAVR 
public hearings * The Balide Comarca (prison).

Spread the word!

Tell others about the CAVR website and provide a link on your 
website.

Hours: 8.30 – 5.30 Monday to Friday

In stock: Chega CD Rom, Dalan ba Dame (video), Books on 
4 CAVR public hearings, The History of Timor-Leste through 
CAVR Posters, Hear Our Voices (photos and aspirations of 
victims), overseas publications on CAVR.
                                                   
Contact:   Celina Martins Tel (+670) 3311263 
  info.cavr@gmail.com

The Website

The Bookshop
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Documentation 
Centre

Hours: Mon - Fri, 10.00 – 12.00; 15.00-17.00

Location: Post-CAVR Technical Secretariat, ex 
Balide Comarca, Balide, Dili

Manager: Jose Caetano 

Contact: info.cavr@gmail.com (+670) 331 1263

The Walk Through 
Chega! Exhibition

The Walk through Chega exhibition is located 
in the former Balide Comarca (prison) heritage 
site, Balide, Dili. 

Visiting the exhibition is a fascinating op-
portunity:

   • To learn about Chega!, 
   • To gain an insight into Timor-Leste’s 
unique truth commission CAVR (the first in  
 the Asia-Pacific region), and
   • To take a tour of the former colonial prison 
where hundreds of Timorese resistance activists 
were interned during the Indonesian occupation. 
 
Visitors can take a do-it-yourself tour or join a 
guided tour group. 
Refreshments are available at the Comarca 
Coffee Shop.

Bookings are required for tour groups. Email:  
info.cavr@gmail.com or telephone: (+670) 331 
1263

Resources and facilities: library (Timor-Leste, human rights, peace studies, Indonesia), internet 
(research only), video player, cassette player, CAVR archive (hard copy and audio-visual), bookshop, 
meeting spaces, coffee shop.

Access: by appointment only (contact details above). Access to and use of the above resources 
and facilities is regulated by policy. For details contact the Manager, Jose Caetano. 
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DISTRICT LOCATION

Aileu  (1) Biblioteca Educasaun Distrito

Ainaro (1) Administrasaun Distrito
Atauro (1) Roman Luan

Baucau (3)
Biblioteca Lorosae
Baucau Buka Hatene
Biblioteca Comunidade Venilale

Covalima (3)
Centro Comunidade Suai
Centro Juventude Suai
Biblioteca Misaun Suai

Dili (6)

Arkivo Nasional
Biblioteca STP-CAVR (Post-CAVR)
Fongtil (NGO Forum)
Xanana Gusmao Reading Room
Biblioteca UNPAZ
Biblioteca UNTL

Ermera (2)
Biblioteca Educasaun Distrik Ermera
Biblioteca Paroki Letefoho

Lautem (1) Radio Comunidade Lospalos
Liquica (1) Biblioteca Educasaun Distrik Liquica

Bobonaro (4)

Biblioteca Distrik Maliana
Biblioteca Paroki
Museum Balibo
Biblioteca Lolotoe

Manatuto (2)
Biblioteca Educasaun Distrik
Biblioteca Municipal

Manufahi (1) Biblioteca Distrik Manufahi iha Same

Oecussi (1) Biblioteca Paroquia St Antonio Oecussi

Viqueque (2)
Centro Juventude Viqueque
Biblioteca Ossu

Where to find Chega!

Copies of Chega! have been distributed throughout Timor-Leste.  Check the map and table to find 
the location nearest you.
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CAVR recommends in Chega! that the National 
Parliament supports:

‘The preservation of the ex-Balide Comarca as a 
heritage site and its use as a national memorial 
centre for victims and human rights’. (ES 211, 
13.2)

The people of Timor-Leste and the international 
community are encouraged to support this 
recommendation.

Dili’s former Comarca (prison) in Balide was 
built by the Portuguese and taken over by the 
Indonesian military in 1975 and used to detain 
Timorese opponents to the occupation. 

At the request of the ex-prisoners, CAVR 
rehabilitated the building in 2001 as a heritage 
site and used it as its national headquarters. It 
now houses the extensive CAVR archives, a 
library, exhibition and meeting spaces and is the 
office of the Post-CAVR Technical Secretariat 
and a number of other organizations concerned 
with human rights and memorialisation.

The rehabilitation was undertaken  in 
consultation with  Assepol,  the  ex-political 
prisoners association, and carried out by PT 
Rosario, a Timorese company headed by a 

The Ex-Balide Comarca:

former Comarca prisoner. Funding was provided 
by the Government and people of Japan and 
technical backup by Pitt and Sherry, an Australian 
engineering firm.

Following a traditional exorcism and Catholic 
blessing, the rehabilitated site was formally 
opened by President Xanana Gusmao on 17 
February 2003. The President told a large 
audience of ex-prisoners, government and UN 
officials: “As you know this building was formerly 
a prison for the detention of political prisoners. 
It has undergone a transformation to become a 
human rights centre. The work of CAVR aims 
also to facilitate a transformation from trauma to 
peace of heart”. 

Since then the building has been at the centre 
of a national effort to promote reconciliation and 
human rights and to document the period 1974-
1999. Community groups are welcome to use the 
facilities and its documentation centre for human 
rights related activities.

For more information see:  The Balide Comarca 
Prison: A ‘Sacred Building’, by Emma Coupland, 
2007.

    Also available at the CAVR  website: 

www.cavr-timorleste.org

A Sacred Building
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Dalan 
ba DAME

 the CAVR film

Road to Peace 

&
Gateway to Chega! 
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Using Dalan ba Dame to 
learn from history

Objective: making use of the video to promote 
human rights, non-violence, accountability and 
the rule of law in Timor-Leste, based on lessons 
from our history.

Dalan ba Dame was completed in 2005 and 
deals principally with the period 1974-1999 which 
CAVR was mandated to address. 

It does not deal with 2006 or current problems, but 
those who watch it will see that some signifi cant 
features of our current crisis are not new. 
Political confl ict, violence, internal displacement, 
breakdown of the rule of law, political use of the 
security forces, and violations of  human rights 
have all occurred repeatedly in Timor-Leste’s 
past. The video can be used to learn about our 
history -  events, dates, names of people, places 
and institutions – and this is important. At this 
time of crisis, however, the priority is to learn 
from our history. 

The key question for people watching the video 
is not historical fact (who was Salazar?)  but: 
what is the past telling us to do, and not to do, 
now so that we can build a nation that is peaceful 
and free of violence. 

As President Ramos-Horta has said about 
CAVR’s work: “It (should become) a learning 
process for all of us so that we don’t repeat 

the same errors that in part contributed to this 
(current) tragedy”. 

Guidelines for presenters

To make the best use of the fi lm, it is important 
that presenters think about their role and what 
process and methods to use to maximise the 
learning potential of the fi lm for the group they 
are working with. 

As a presenter, ask yourself why am I showing 
this video?  What do I want people to learn from 
it? Will they learn by just watching it passively 
and without being challenged or helped to think 
about it? How can we extract the many lessons 
and wisdom it contains – both good and bad - that 
can benefi t our situation today and tomorrow? 

Step 1: Personal preparation

As the person who will lead the discussion, you 
need to be familiar with all aspects of the fi lm, 
including its contents, so that you can answer 
any questions from the viewers: 

   •  Prepare by watching the video closely, taking 
notes and researching any matters you do not 
understand;

  •  Think about how you will present the video;

  •  Know the rules for its distribution and use;

  •   Read the recommendations in Chega! about 
human rights, violence and accountability.  

The CAVR fi lm ‘Dalan ba Dame’ serves four purposes: 

   • Historical: it informs about the history of Timor-Leste (names, events, places, dates); 

   •  Restorative: it heals by acknowledging the suffering and contribution of victims;

   • Educational: it helps us learn from our history;

   • Access: it is a doorway to Chega!, the CAVR Report.

Dalan ba Dame can be used for any of these purposes, but this Resource Kit focuses on the last 
two: (1) using Dalan ba Dame to help us learn from our history, and (2) as a gateway to the CAVR 
Report, Chega!

Road to Peace
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Step 2:  Advertising

Prepare the community by advertising the video 
as an active learning experience. They should 
come to see the video knowing they will be 
expected to contribute actively, not just consume 
passively. 

Step 3: Audience

Because the fi lm is 2.5 hours long, consider how 
you will present it:

 • If participants meet regularly because they 
belong to an NGO, SMA, or sports club, the fi lm 
could be shown and discussed over several 
sessions; 

   •  A minimum of two sessions, either on the same 
day or on two separate days, will be required for 
other audiences; 

   •  The age of the audience should also be taken 
into account. 

 • Ensure participants have note pads and 
pencils.

Step 4: Venue

Where possible, chose a comfortable venue and 
seating because the fi lm and discussion will be 
long:

  •  Darken the venue for screening during the 
day and use the largest screen possible;

  • Provide a snack and drinking water, where 
possible.

  • Provide butcher paper and markers. 

Step 5: Allow 10 minutes to 
introduce the video

 • Explain the background of the video and the 
reason for screening it;

  • Explain the process and what you expect of 
the group.

Step 6:  Presentation - two 
session model

A.  Divide the fi lm into three parts:

Part I:    Chap 1-9: start to Indonesian invasion 
(25’) – followed by 20’ discussion group
Part II:  Chap 10-17: Indonesian invasion 
to CNRM (60’) – followed by 20’ discussion 
group
Part III: Chap 18-19 fall of Suharto to 1999 
(66’) -  20’ discussion group.

B.   At the conclusion of each section:

  • Stop the fi lm and ask participants to 
write down what experiences or  issues from 
the past are still occurring today (e.g. political 
division).  See ‘Analysis’, p 17. – 5 min
  • Form groups, appoint leaders and ask 
each group to share their lists and select three 
issues that still occur signifi cantly in Timor-
Leste - 10 min
  • Record these 3 on paper for discussion 
at end of the fi lm – 5 min 
  • Visit groups to check they remain 
focussed and to assist with any problems. 
  • Ask participants to return to same group 
for each session. 

C.   At the end of the last discussion 
activity:
  • Announce a break (1 hour)
  • Explain that, on return, three issues will 
be selected for analysis and response.

D.   Plenary forum 

Following the break, participants will be 
invited to join a plenary led by the presenter. 
Suggested duration: 1-2 hours. The forum 
has fi ve purposes:
  • To select three issues common to 
Timor’s history;
  • To discuss together why these three 
problems recur; 
  • To discuss how to respond. (Note: 
where the video is discussed with NGOs or 
groups who have Chega!, this could include 
discussion of CAVR recommendations in 
Chega!)  
  • To discuss how the recommendations 
will be followed up.
  • To hand out questions for further 
refl ection and discussion. 
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Step 7: Reporting

The presenter  will prepare a short summary of the main conclusions (1-2 pages) and provide copies 
to leaders of the group and/or key members of the community.

Step 8: Share your Success

Let STP-CAVR know if you have been able to use the film effectively. We’d love to learn from your 
experience and share it with others.  

PART I: Chap 1-9 start to Indonesian 
invasion (25’)

Portuguese period

   • Poverty
   • Conflict 
   • Violence
   • Providing arms to civilians (private  
 militias)
   • Use of (traditional) weapons
   • Divisions weakening national unity
   • Death toll

World War II

   • Guns
   • Violence, force 
   • House burning
   • Displacement of people
   • Human suffering
   • Death toll
   • Poverty

Post World War II

   • Weak economy/poverty
   •  Political divisions, breakdown of   
 coalition, conflict between the   
 two major parties
   • Violence and force, not dialogue
   • Guns/traditional weapons
   •   Arms provided to civilians (Police   
 to UDT, Army to Fretilin) 
   • Misuse of information for political   
 gain
   • Displacement of people

   • Civilian victims
   • Violations of human rights (killing,  
 rape, torture, imprisonment)

PART II: Chap 10-17 Invasion to CNRM 
(60’)

   • Guns
   • Force, violence, intimidation, terror,   
  trauma
   • Hunger
   • Death 
   • Violations of human rights
   • Displacement
   • Civilian victims
   • Misuse of information for political gain
   • Political divisions

PART III: Chap 18-19 CNRM, fall of Suharto 
and 99 ballot (66’)

   • Violence, trauma
   • Guns/traditional weapons
   • Violations of human rights
   • Displacement
   •    Working together, inclusiveness
   • Political unity
   • Spirit of compromise for sake of   
  nation
   • Strength of spirit, despite great   
  odds 
   • Commitment to human rights 
   • Commitment to non-violence
    • Leadership role of youth and   
 students

Analysis of the Video

Issues and themes that still recur in Timor-Leste today
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The secret to Timor’s success in 1999

A.  ‘We had to show two things. First, that we had national unity. Second, 
that we had the capacity and wisdom to rule ourselves’.   - CNRT leader

B. ‘We decided that everyone could come and sit together and pay no attention 
to who used to belong to which party... In the process we put reconciliation, 
democracy and human rights at the centre. We strived to promote a Timorese 
culture that said irrespective of our different ideologies and ideas we must 
sit together as Timorese. We did not measure by pro-autonomy or pro-
independence but just as Timorese. And so we started to promote these ideas 
throughout the whole of Timor’.   - Student leader

Handout for further refl ection and discussion

1.     Are there any similarities between the past and current problems in Timor-Leste? What are the 
similarities, what are the differences?     

2.     Name three violations of human rights that were recounted in the video and explain what impact 
these violations had?

3.    What do you think should be done to ensure that these violations do not recur in Timor-Leste? 

4.   What can you do to ensure they are not repeated? 

5.   What were the policies of apartidarismo and dwi-fungsi? How and why have they changed in 
Timor-Leste?

6.   What does accountability mean and do you think it can help end violence and impunity?

7.    Do you think weapons and fi rearms should be banned in Timor-Leste?

8.    Do you agree with Timor-Leste’s new offi cial logo which shows a gun and bow and arrows?
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Two examples: 

Sexual violence

People watching the film will be deeply moved 
by the descriptions given by women of sexual 
violence. In response, they can be encouraged 
to take at least four follow-up steps: 

   • Read and discuss the chapter in Chega! 

on sexual violence (7.7) in order to understand 
better how widespread and systematic these 
violations were 1975-1999 (or Chega! Executive 
Summary: findings on sexual violence);

   • Read and discuss the findings in chapter  

7.7 (see 7.7.6) and the chapter on responsibility 

and accountability (especially 8.4);

   • Read, discuss and act on the CAVR 
Recommendations in Chega! (especially those 

on violence, 3.4; women: 4.1;  justice 7.1.1 
– 7.1.12; reparations 12)

   • Ask women’s and other organizations 
to make use of the guide in the Resource Kit 
– Women and Chega!: making healing a reality.

Self-determination

People watching the film will see Jose Ramos-
Horta lobbying the UN during the 70s and the 
UN active in Timor-Leste in 1999. They will ask 
themselves why was Timor-Leste an issue at the 
UN, what did the members of the UN do about the 
issue, and why did it take until 1999 for the UN to 
intervene. In response, they can be encouraged 
to take at least four follow-up steps:

   • Read and discuss the chapter in Chega! 

on self-determination (7.1). This chapter 
explains the history of Timor-Leste issue from an 

international perspective, including the attitudes 
taken by important countries like the US, 
Australia, China and Japan. It also explains the 
role of the main historical parties, the Church and 
international civil society in defending the right of 
the Timor-Leste people to self-determination.

   • Read and discuss the findings at the end 
of Chapter 7 (or Chega! Executive Summary: 
findings on self-determination).

   • Read, discuss and act on the CAVR 
recommendations in Chega! (especially those 
directed to the international community, 1.1 – 
2.6, on justice 7.1.1-7.5 and reparations 12.1-
12.13).

   • Ask NGOs and international organizations 
to make use of the guide in the Resource Kit 
– The International Community and Chega!: it’s 
about us too!

gateway to Chega!

The CAVR video Dalan ba Dame is also a useful gateway or way-in to the CAVR report Chega!  

People who watch the film should be encouraged to take the next step and read Chega!. 

Chega! will tell them much more about the past violations viewed in the film. Importantly, it will also tell 
them who and what were responsible for these violations and, through the CAVR recommendations, 
what can be done to stop violations recurring and to help victims. 
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Frequently asked questions about Dalan ba Dame

What is it about?

Dalan ba Dame is a deeply moving account of Timor’s turbulent passage to peace and 
freedom from Portuguese times to 1999. It is the people’s perspective from the ground in 
Timor. Most of the fi lm comprises graphic accounts by ordinary Timorese of their suffering 
and struggles. These are supported by archival footage.

What language is it in and how long is it?

Dalan ba Dame is in Tetum and runs for 144 minutes. It is available in DVD with sub-titles 
in Portuguese, English and Indonesian. Some VCD copies are also avaibable, in Tetum 
only.

Who made it?

Dalan ba Dame (Road to Peace) was commissioned by the CAVR (Comissao de 
Acolhimento de Acolhimento, Verdade e Reconciliacao) and was made by fi lm maker Ian 
White in 2005.

Where can I get it?

The sole distributor of Dalan ba Dame is the Post-CAVR Technical Secretariat (STP-
CAVR). The Secretariat has been mandated by the President of the Republic to distribute 
the Chega report and other material produced by CAVR. The distribution is part of the 
Secretariat’s mission to promote human rights, non-violence, accountability and the rule 
of law in Timor-Leste. 

Who can have a copy?

The fi lm is only available for distribution in Timor-Leste to institutions or organizations 
involved in formal or non-formal educational work. It is not available for distribution to 
individuals or overseas.

Are there conditions of use?

Organisations must sign for the video and agree not to distribute, copy or sell it. They 
must also agree to make active use of it and not be content just to add it to their resource 
collection!

How can one make the best use of Dalan ba Dame?

It is good for the audience to watch the video out of general interest or as a history of the 
past only. However, because of Timor’s recurring problems, it is more important that the 
video is used creatively to promote a deeper commitment to human rights, non-violence, 
accountability and the rule of law. To help presenters make the best use of the video, 
guidelines for presenters are available.
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• The full CAVR report, entitled Chega! 
(Portuguese, Indonesian, English): available 
on CDRom or on the website: www.cavr-
timorleste.org

• Executive Summary of Chega! in book form 
(Tetum, Portuguese, Indonesian, English)

• Various shorter versions of Chega!: brochure 
‘Introducing Chega!’, ‘Chega! A Plain Guide’.

• Five guides (Indonesian and English): 

(1)  Women and Chega!: making    
    healing a reality
(2)  Faith communities and Chega!:    
    not just an act of faith
(3)  Civil Society and Chega!: a    
    program for action
(4)  Teachers and Chega!: passing it on to      
    the next generation
(5)  The International Community and   
    Chega!: it’s about you too

• Seven public  hearing books (Tetum, 
Portuguese, Indonesian, English):

(1)  Massacres
(2)  Women and the Conflict 
(3)  Forced Displacement and Famine
(4)  Internal Political Conflict 1974-   
   1976
(5)  Children and the Conflict
(6)  Political Imprisonment
(7)  Self-Determination and the    
    International Community.

• Dalan ba Dame (Road to Peace): 144 minute 
Tetum language video on Timorese history 
based on testimony and interviews given by 
Timorese to CAVR. (Sub-titled in Portuguese, 
Indonesian, English). Comes with guide.

• Dalan ba Dame (Road to Peace): audio version 
of the above video in 5 half-hour segments. 
(Tetum only).

• Istoria Timor-Leste husi Poster CAVR  (History 
of Timor-Leste through CAVR Posters):  4 
languages.

• Hear our Voices: book of photos of victims and 
their aspirations for Timor-Leste.  (Tetum and 
English)

• The Balide Comarca: A ‘Sacred Building’ 
(Indonesian and English).

• CAVR: 40 minute video re CAVR 
methodology. 

• Videos and transcriptions of 7 CAVR public 
hearings, plus video testimony on many of the 
human rights themes in Chega! such as the 
catastrophic famine of 1978-9.

•   Photos, video and audio   of many 
CAVR activities, including community 

reconciliations.

Where to get the resources

Many copies of Chega! and other resources 
have been distributed throughout Timor-Leste. 
As stocks are limited, it is hoped that these 
resources can be accessed and used by all. 
Where they are not available, resources can be 
requested from:

• The Bookshop, Post-CAVR Technical 
Secretariat, ex-Balide Comarca, Balide, Dili. 

• Tel (+670) 3311263  Email: info.cavr@gmail.
com

• The CAVR website: www.cavr-timorleste.

org

Available facilities

In addition to a Bookshop and Documentation 
Centre, the Post-CAVR Technical Secretariat also 
has the following facilities which are available to 
the community :

• Walk through Chega!: an exhibition for schools, 
community groups and tourists.

• Staff available to talk to students and groups.

• Large meeting place for discussions, lectures 
and workshops and seminar room with 
projector. 

• Library (not for borrowing), reading room and 
internet.

• Simple coffee shop.

Note: access to the CAVR archives is restricted and 
governed by CAVR policy. Requests for access and further 
information should be directed to: Jose Caetano, Manager, 
Documentation Centre.  Tel (+670) 3311263  Email: info.

cavr@gmail.com.

List of available resources
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and Chega! civil society
(The dissemination of Chega! 
should be supported so that 
it can become) ”...a learning 

process for all of us, so that we 
don’t repeat the same errors 

that in part contributed to this 
tragedy, but also that the more 

concrete recommendations 
contained in the report… will 

be implemented”. 

- President Jose Ramos-Horta 

November 2006 
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 - a Programme for Action

1.   ngos and the cavr

The Comissao de Acolhimento, Verdade e Reconciliacao (CAVR) was an independent, short-term  
statutory authority based on Regulation 2001/10 and tasked with a transitional justice mandate and 
powers. It was therefore not an NGO. It differed from NGOs in terms of its legal basis and mission 
and it was required to operate independently of all other bodies, including NGOs. It also differed 
from NGOs in that its mission was short-term and temporary. It concluded in December 2005.

NGOs, however, made an important contribution to CAVR and can rightly claim its establishment 
and work as one of their most important post-1999 achievements. 

Representatives of key Timor-Leste NGOs and civil society groups were members of the working 
group that designed CAVR. NGOs were also represented in the panel that selected Commissioners. 
Most of the National Commissioners came from strong NGO backgrounds as did many CAVR 
national and international staff and many of these have returned to NGO life. NGOs also contributed 
to the CAVR process by supplying information, testifying at hearings, providing technical services, 
assisting with CAVR support projects for victims and attending hearings.
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2.  ngos and the cavr 
recommendations

The following are some of the many 
recommendations in Chega! that NGOs might 
consider integrating into their program of work.  
All references are to the Recommendations 
section in the Chega! Executive Summary. 
References are the same in all language editions. 
The recommendations that follow relate to the 
followng nine issues:

   • Dissemination of Chega!
   • Implementation of Chega!
   • Political parties
   • Security agencies
   • Justice 
   • Reparations
   • Human rights
   • Civil society
   • Follow-on institution to CAVR.

2.1 Dissemination

Chega! contains the following recommendations 
to disseminate the CAVR report: 1.1; 1.2; 1.3; 
2.2; 7.4.1; 7.4.3.
A recent survey by STP-CAVR revealed that 
staff of Dili-based NGOs considered Chega! was 
important for Timor-Leste but that many had not 
read or discussed Chega! in their organizations. 
Two actions are suggested:

   • Internal: Directors of NGOs make Chega! 
an activity in their organization, obtain copies if 
necessary, and give staff time during working 
hours both to read and discuss the report. The 
purpose of this discussion will be to share staff 
views about the report and to discuss how the 
NGO can include the report and other CAVR 
materials in its work. STP-CAVR are available to 
participate in this discussion. A good undertanding 
of Chega! is essential if NGOs are to promote it 
in the community.

   • External: NGOs can assist by informing 
others about Chega! through their networks, 
workshops, press releases, interviews, 
newsletters and other channels of communication. 
Some NGOs are planning to publish sections 

of Chega! and recommendations that are most 
relevant to their work. National and international 
NGOs with websites can provide links to the 
CAVR website:  www.cavr-timorleste.org

2.2  Implementation 

Chega! recommends (13.1) that the National 
Parliament should take primary responsibility 
for monitoring implementation of Chega! This 
recommendation is based on the fact that CAVR 
operated on the basis of a regulation that was 
endorsed and amended by Parliament and that 
the Parliament itself, through an amendment 
to Regulation 2001/10, required the President 
of the Republic to present the CAVR report to 
the Parliament. This was done on 28 November 
2005. 

NGOs can assist with the implementation of 
Chega! by monitoring the Parliament’s work on 
the Report.

2.3  Political parties

Many Timorese associate politics with violence 
because of past experience. The CAVR report 
therefore contains recommendations  to political 
parties to help change this perception so that it 
does not damage the process of democratisation. 
(See 9.1- 9.8)

A key positive moment in Timor’s recent political 
history was the CAVR public hearing on Internal 
Political Conflict 1974-1976, held in Dili 15-18 
December 2003. At this hearing leaders of the 
historic parties addressed past violence and 
committed their parties to non-violence. 

NGOs can borrow CDs of this Hearing from 
the Post-CAVR Secretariat. A report on the 
hearing can also be found in the CAVR Update 
December 03-January 04. This report is available 
from Post-CAVR in hard copy or from the CAVR 
website: www.cavr-timorleste.org, in English, 
Indonesian and Portuguese. A book on this 
important Hearing will be published in 2008.

NGOs are urged to support the following specific 
recommendations:
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NGO commitment is vital to ensure that CAVR’s work is 
completed.  NGOs can help socialise Chega! by integrating 

the CAVR recommendations into their work 

9.1; 9.2:  that all political parties include in their 
platform a public commitment to universal human 
rights and to respect the neutrality of security 
agencies. (NGOs could conduct a survey or 
research party platforms and speeches to check 
whether these commitments have been made 
and what, in practice, they mean). 

9.3; 9.4:  that all political parties avoid violence, 
state what disciplinary action they will take 
against members who advocate or use violence, 
and do not mobilise youth groups (martial arts 
groups) for political purposes. As untruths can 
provoke violence, NGOs should also advocate 
that parties are truthful about their opponents.

9.5: that the historical parties which are still active 
– Fretilin, Kota, and UDT – take concrete steps 
to address violations committed in their name in 
the past and to take practical steps to promote 
reconciliation with victims and their families. 

in favour of a non-partisan professional security 
apparatus. They include: 

• Parliamentary oversight of the Police and 
Military and other security agencies (6.1.2; 
6.2.1; 6.3.1; 6.4.1);

• A proposal to educate the public about the 
role, limits and accountability of the police and 
armed forces (6.1.1);     

• The need for measures to regulate private or 
community-based security groups (6.1.1). 

2.5  Justice

NGOs are urged to read closely the introductions 
to Recommendations Section 7 (on Justice 
and Truth) and Section 10 (Reconciliation with 
Indonesia). These sections explains the reasons 
for CAVR’s recommendations on justice. In 
summary, CAVR concluded that a formal judicial 

2.4  Neutrality of security 
agencies

Basing itself on Timor’s past experience, the 
CAVR report strongly emphasises the need 
for a politically neutral police and military in 
Timor-Leste and the importance of democratic 
control of security policy and apparatus by the 
Parliament. It argues that there is no place in an 
independent, democratic Timor-Leste for either 
a politically active Falintil, as in 1975, or for the 
former Indonesian dwi-fungsi model. The Report 
also points out the dangers of allowing private 
or community-based security groups to grow in 
numbers and influence (6.4) as happened during 
the Indonesian period (6.4).  

 NGOs concerned to promote these principles 
are referred to Recommendations 6.1 – 6.4 in 
the CAVR report. These 24 recommendations 
are intended to reinforce government policies 

response was needed for past crimes because 
of:

• The widespread, systematic and   
gross nature of the crimes;

• The breaches of international law   
involved in these crimes; 

• Respect for the rights and dignity   
of victims;

• The need to contribute to the   
building a culture of accountability and rule of 
law, both in Timor-Leste and internationally.

CAVR also concluded that reconciliation and 
Timor-Leste’s new relationship with Indonesia 
should be built on truth and justice. 

CAVR’s recommendations on justice include the 
following:

• Prosecution of crimes by Indonesia (7.1.5);
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• Declassification and sharing of  information by 
Indonesia on military operations that resulted 
in human rights violations (10.8-10.11);

• International support for a continuing  
Serious Crimes process (7.1.12);

• International sanctions on perpetrators (1.9);

• UN support for an International Tribunal if 
other measures fail (7.2.1);

• Apology and reparations by Indonesia (10.16; 
12.1-12.13) and by foreign governments (1.6- 
7) and corporations (1.8) that provided military 
assistance to Indonesia.  

The key forum for debate about recommendations 
on justice and other issues in the CAVR report 
will be the new Timor-Leste Parliament which is 
expected to commence on 15 September 2007.

through individual, collective and reconciliatory 
measures. This proposal sits with the UNMIT 
Human Rights and Transitional Justice Unit.
NGOs who are in touch with victims and families 
of past violations have a special contribution to 
make on this issue. 

2.7  Human rights 

The CAVR report contains extensive 
recommendations on human rights and 
justice based on the widespread violations of 
human rights that occurred 1974-1999. (See 
Recommendations, Section 3 – 7). As these 
cover too many issues for most NGOs, the 
following division of work is suggested: 

2.6  Reparations

Many who suffered violations ask for, need and 
have a right to reparations. For this reason, 
the CAVR report devotes a large part of its 
recommendations to reparations (Section 12, 
12.1-12.13) especially for the most vulnerable 
individual victims and communities. 

According to CAVR, a sensitively designed, 
targeted and administered reparations program 
will significantly ease the anger, hurt and 
marginalisation felt by particular victims and/or 
their families. Reparations can take many forms, 
including individual, collective and symbolic 
measures.

In a similar spirit, though limited only to 1999, 
the former UN Secretary-General, Kofi Annan, 
proposed in July 2006 that the UN establish a 
solidarity fund to support community restoration 

NGOs focussed on civil and political rights:

   • Right to security of person (3.3);

   • National commitment to non-   

 violence (3.4);

   • Right to participation (3.5 and 3.6)

NGOs focussed on social, economic  and     

cultural rights:

   • Right to life, freedom from hunger,  

 and adequate standard of    

 living (3.2);

   • Right to education and cultural    

 self-determination (3.7);

   • Right to health and a sustainable    

 economy (3.8);

Outside Government and political parties, civil society is 
the principal vehicle for the participation and contribution 

of citizens to nation-building
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NGOs focussed on specific groups and 
institutions:

   • Women (4.1). See also ‘Women and  
 Chega!: Making Healing a    
 Reality’.

   • Children and youth (4.2);

   • Judiciary (5.3);

   • Public service (5.4);

   • Provedor (5.5).

2.8  Promotion of civil society

Chega! strongly supports civil society. 
Recommendation 5.1 states: ‘Outside government 
and political parties, civil society is the principal 
vehicle for the participation and contribution of 
citizens to nation-building. It is important that this 
sector enjoys an enabling environment as Timor-
Leste continues to make the transition from 
opposition to constructive interaction between 
government and civil society’.

The following Recommendations suggest ways 
in which civil society can be acknowledged and 
strengthened:

1.14: Timor-Leste should honour the contribution 
of civil society to human rights and independence. 
NGOs might discuss how this could be done. 
Some possibilities are scholarships, annual 
conference, visitor program, annual award.

1.15: Documentation of individual activist and 
organisational stories. Few if any national 
or international NGOs have written up their 
contribution to Timor-Leste’s independence and 
development or provided their archival material 
to CAVR. An example of a recent initiative is 
Negligent Neighbour by Maire Leadbeater 
(2006), the story of the solidarity activity of New 
Zealand NGOs for Timor-Leste.

3.5.5: Upholding the 4 freedoms that are basic 
to participation and civil society – freedom of 
movement, opinion, association and assembly.

3.6.3 and 3.6.4: Lobbying to establish a 
Citizenship Day and annual award in recognition 
of community service.

5.1.1; 5.1.4 and 5.1.5: Ensuring that support is 
given to civil society through training, financial  
assistance, opportunities to participate in 
conferences, and other ways.

5.1.2:  NGOs modelling best practice. Is 
this happening? Do NGOs live up to the 
standards of transparency, accountability 
and good management they  rightly expect of 
government?  
 
5.1.3:  Participation through interaction with 
Government. Are there mechanisms and regular 
opportunities where Government and Non-
Government bodies can meet and exchange 
views on policy and practice?

2.9  Follow-on institution to 
CAVR

NGOs    are  encouraged to  support the CAVR 
recommendation   that the     Parliament establish 
a    follow-on institution to CAVR (13.2). 

This organization would have a legal mandate 
and its terms of reference would include:

   • Facilitating reconciliation;
   • Conflict prevention;
   • Development of the ex-Balide Comarca   
 as a national memorial centre for victims  
 and human rights.

3.  advice to victims who 
contributed to cavr

Sometimes victims and others who gave 
statements and evidence to CAVR do not know 
what use CAVR made of their contribution. 

NGOs can help by explaining to them that CAVR 
and the nation greatly valued the information 
they provided and made extensive use of it.  See 
p. 31: “What happened to my statement?”
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and Chega!Women
“Chega! is a compact 

with victims... CAVR’s 
work has been a good 
start but much remains 

to be done - in the areas 
of reconciliation, truth-

seeking, healing and 
justice.”

- Aniceto Guterres Lopes 
Chair of CAVR, 31 October 2005
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-  Making Healing A Reality

The women of Timor-Leste  are major stakeholders in Chega! They suffered all the 
violations documented in the report, contributed significantly to the CAVR process that resulted in 
the report, and can rightly expect to benefit from the implementation of its recommendations. 

To make the recommendations a reality, however, women themselves will need to take action. 
Women – in Timor-Leste and internationally – can play a vital role in embedding in Timor-Leste the 
lessons and recommendations from Chega! on accountability, non-violence, rule of law, human 
rights, clear and politically impartial roles for the security agencies, participative democracy and 
ending impunity. These objectives are strongly supported by President Ramos-Horta and Prime 
Minister Xanana Gusmao.

1. WOMEN AND THE CONFLICT

When opening Chega! to see what it reports about women, there is an automatic tendency to turn 
to the section on sexual violence (Ch 7.9) and the recommendations specific to women (4.1.1-11, 
ES pp. 169-170).  As CAVR’s public hearing on ‘Women and the Conflict’ made clear, however, 
women’s suffering was not limited to sexual violence, horrific though that was. Women suffered all 
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the violations committed during the conflict, both directly and indirectly. Women were denied self-
determination, killed, disappeared, displaced, deprived of food, detained, tortured and unjustly tried. 
They also suffered the loss of economic and social rights in the areas of food, shelter, health and 
education. Women also suffered indirectly. The detention, injury or death of a husband or family 
member also victimised women by increasing their vulnerability and already heavy burden of care. 

2.  WOMEN AND THE CAVR
Women contributed actively to CAVR in many ways. 12 women served as either national or regional 
commissioners; 172 women, including internationals, served as either national or regional staff; 39 
women testified at national public hearings. In addition hundreds of women gave statements to CAVR 
and participated in sub-district Victims Hearings, healing workshops, and community reconciliation 
events. Through CAVR, these women made a significant contribution to Chega! and the national 
goals of reconciliation, truth-seeking and human rights. Together with colleagues in the women’s 
movement and Church, they have the potential to further that contribution by mobilising to implement 
the recommendations in Chega!, both in Timor-Leste and in the international community.

Many of the recommendations in Chega! are directed to the community and therefore do not need to 
wait on a green light from the National Parliament or Government before they can be implemented. 
They can be acted on by women now.

3. WOMEN AND THE CAVR RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1 Dissemination

Women can contribute by disseminating Chega! 
to their networks and contacts (1.1; 7.4.1-7.4.3). 
This can be done through the distribution of copies 
(full or summary text), discussion workshops, 
internet, and making use of opportunities that 
arise such as book launches, International 
Women’s Day, election campaign meetings, travel 
to the districts or overseas, asking a question at 
a press conference and other means. 

Some suggested targets (based on Chega!) are: 
women members of your organization (NGO, 
community group, office, church, government 
department, police, sports club, school, 

Discuss with your organization how 
it can disseminate Chega.  Make a 
list of which individual women and 
organizations are the best to contact 
and that your organization has the 
practical means to reach. Decide in 
what way Chega will be brought to 
their attention. Ask STP-CAVR for 
materials. Form inter-NGO memorialisation 

working groups. Working groups 
can brainstorm and consult with the 
community, including in the districts, 
to identify and prioritise names, sites 
etc.  Chega! contact focal points can 
assist. Working groups can make 
specific recommendations on concrete 
steps to be taken either by the women’s 
movement, government or other 
bodies. 

university...), women Parliamentarians, women 
journalists, women academics and teachers, 
women’s organizations in Portugal and the 
CPLP countries (1.2), women’s organizations in 
Indonesia and ASEAN (1.3). 

3.2 Memorialisation

Women can contribute to the healing of 
victims, their families and communities and to 
repairing their dignity by acting on the following 
recommendations in Chega!
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As a first step, it is suggested that 
a seminar be convened to discuss the 
meaning, rationale and feasibility of rep-
arations. In addition to women’s organi-
zations, it is suggested that the Govern-
ment, UN and organizations involved in 
related service delivery also be invited 
to participate. 

3.3  Reparations

The CAVR report recommends a targeted 
program of reparations for the most vulnerable 
individual and community victims of human 
rights violations from the period 1974-1999. 
Beneficiaries recommended by CAVR include 
women who were victims of sexual violence, 
widows and single mothers and communities 
where women suffered as a group. Other forms 
of reparations are also recommended.

Women’s organizations can help make this 
important recommendation a reality in the 
following ways:

   • Reading and discussing the case 

made by CAVR for reparations and related 
recommendations (12.1- 12.13); 

   • Advocating adoption of the program by 
the Timor-Leste government and contributions 
from governments and corporations mentioned 
in the Report (1.7; 4.1.2; 10.16-10.17; 12.10);

   • Referring women who continue to suffer 
physically and emotionally from violations for 
professional assistance (3.3.2);

   • Challenging prejudice against women who 
have been victims of sexual violence (4.1.4);

   • Acting to clear the names of activists 
and former political prisoners who were wrongly 
accused (10.13-15).  

3.4  Advocacy

Some of the following recommendations 
are straightforward and can be added to the 
daily agenda of women’s NGOs, religious 
congregations of Sisters and other organizations 
active on human rights.

   • Discussion of Chega! and its 
recommendations by the National Parliament, 
especially by lobbying women MPs;

   • The establishment of an independent 
follow-up institution to CAVR which will address 
conflict prevention, conflict resolution and human 
rights (8.1-8.5);

   • The preservation of the ex-Balide Comarca 
(CAVR office) as a heritage site and its use as a 
national memorial centre for victims and human 
rights (13.2);  

   • Education in human rights in the schools, 
church, security agencies, members of political 
parties and elsewhere (3.6.1; 3.7.2; 3.7.3; 
3.5.5);  

• Education in non-violence, the effects of 
violence on children and others, and alternatives 
to violence (3.4.6; 4.2.2);

   • Recognising and documenting the contri- 
butions of women, both in Timor-Leste and in 
the diaspora, to the struggle for independence 
(4.1.1)

   • Locating and reburying the remains  
of loved ones who perished during the conflict 
or erecting memorials to them in the case of 
disappearance  or other circumstances 
(3.2.1);

   • Commemorating sites where  women were 
killed (3.2.2) or detained, including buildings in 
Dili and other centres (3.3.1; 13.2);

   • Contributing names to a register of  
disappeared (3.2.3);

   • An annual day of remembrance of   
the great famine of 1978-9 (3.2.4).

Women suffered all the violations committed 
during the conflict - both directly and indirectly
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   • Religious Orders of women teach human 
rights and non-violence in the schools, clinics, 
orphanages, youth groups and other programs 
they run (3.7.2; 3.7.3);

   • The political impartiality of the police 
and army (6.2; 6.3) and probihiting an internal 
security role for the military (6.3.3);

   • That   the   five historic parties – Apodeti, 
Fretilin, Kota, Trabalhista, UDT – respond to 
Chega! and to the recommendation that the 
historic parties address human rights violations 
committed in the past by their members or those 
linked to them (9.5);   

   • That all political parties and their members 
conduct their political activities and public 
statements in a strictly non-violent and peaceful 
way (9.3);

   • Rejection of amnesty for crimes against 
humanity and war crimes in Timor-Leste that 
involved sexual violence against women (4.1.3);

   • Accountability for crimes committed 1974-

1999 (7.1.1-7.1.12; 7.1.6, 10.8-10.11). 

   • Instituting annual awards to women 
who make an outstanding contribution to 
the community in their chosen field, such as 
community service, sport, journalism (3.6.3; 
3.5.4;  5.1.1);

   • Promoting positive role models for girls 
and young women (4.2.3);

   • Lobbying for adequate resources for 
women’s health, including resources for sport 
and physical fitness (4.2.2), and education on 
the relationship between environment and health 
(3.8.4); 

   • Promoting literacy and non-formal 
education services amongst women (3.7.4);

   • Increasing access to information on 
reproductive health and family planning (4.1.9; 
4.2.5).

Choose one or more Recommendations 
that fit with the mandate and capacity 
of your organisation. No single 
organisation is expected to implement 
all the Recommendations!

For the   complete   text of the      
Recommendations whose numbers are 
given below, see Recommendations of 
the Commission in the Resource Kit.

3.5  Equal Opportunity

To maximise their contribution, including in 
support of the values in Chega!, women must 
have equal opportunity and the means to 
participate in public life in Timor-Leste. The 
following recommendations based on Chega! 
can help increase women’s participation and 
contribution:

    • Reviewing the participation of women in 
fields such as Parliament, public service, church, 
police, military, media, NGOs, education and sport 
and urging increased support for representation 
by women (5.2.1);

“Impunity must cease and victims have justice”. 

- Dili street banners
International Women’s Day, 8 March 2007
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INFORMATION FOR VICTIMS AND 
OTHER EAST TIMORESE WHO 

CONTRIBUTED TO CAVR

CAVR took over 10,000 statements and interviews 
from victims and survivors in all parts of Timor-
Leste and held many hearings in Dili and the 
districts. East Timorese who gave statements 
or who participated in hearings sometimes ask 
what happened to these statements and other 
contributions.

The answer is that the contribution of victims 
and survivors was, and remains, highly valued 
by the nation and a precious part of the national 
patrimony. These statements, testimonies and 
interviews have been used widely by CAVR 
and preserved for future generations. Some 
contributors have been individually thanked and 
presented with CAVR products but locating all 

the many hundreds of people involved has not always been possible. 

In 2008, the National Parliament will address the recommendations in the CAVR Report Chega! 
which are based on the statements of victims and survivors. This will ensure the suffering of the 
past will be converted into positive measures for the future benefit of the children of victims and 
survivors.

Because of their importance as primary documents, all the statements, interviews and testimony are 
stored in the CAVR archives in Dili. Staff care for and guard the archives fulltime. Evidence given 
to public hearings is being copied to the British Library in London. This means the stories of many 
individual Timorese will be kept forever in one of the best libraries in the world and will be available 
for international access and use.

CAVR and the Post-CAVR Technical Secretariat have used the information provided by victims and 
survivors:

   • To write the CAVR report Chega!
   • To produce public hearing books in four languages
   • To make the CAVR video Dalan ba Dame
   • To campaign for non-violence and respect for human rights in Timor-Leste
   • To teach the younger generation about our past and the importance of non-violence
   • To tell Indonesians and the international community about our past 
   • To recommend reparations and other measures for victims.

By contributing to CAVR and its activities, victims and survivors have enriched Timor-Leste now and 
for future generations. Though much remains to be done, they have every reason to be proud of 
their contribution.  

WHAT HAPPENED TO MY STATEMENT?
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and Chega!Faith 

“During the second half of the Decade to Overcome 
Violence (2001-2010) we will increase our efforts to work 
towards firmer alliances and more effective links between 

churches, networks and movements... in the search for 
reconciliation and peace.”

- World Council of Churches Assembly 
Brazil, February 2006

Second Vatican Council.

“O you who believe! Stand firmly for justice, as witnesses 
to God, though it be against yourselves, or your parents, or 
your kin; and whether it be (against) rich or poor: for God 

can best protect both.”  
- Qur’an 

An-Nisa (4): 135

communities

“Action on behalf of justice and participation in the 
transformation of the world (are) a constitutive dimension 

of the Church’s mission.”
- Justice in the World 
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-   Not Just an Act of Faith

The Muslim, Protestant and Catholic faith communities of Timor-Leste have established 
an Inter-Faith Group (IFG) to work together for justice, peace and human rights in Timor-Leste. 

These shared values are also the values that Chega! was written to advance. 

At a conference in Baucau in June 2006 and subsequently, representatives of the three communities 
acknowledged the important contribution that Chega! can make to this common project. They 
committed the IFG to work for the implementation of the recommendations in Chega!, both within 
their own communities and within the wider community of Timor-Leste. 

This document contains practical suggestions to help make this commitment reality so that the 
lessons and recommendations in Chega! on accountability, non-violence, rule of law, impartiality of 
the security agencies, participative democracy and ending impunity are embedded in Timor-Leste.
  

1. Faith Communities and the Conflict

The Catholic Church, the largest faith community in Timor-Leste, played a central role in defending 
the rights of the people during the Indonesian occupation. This contribution is recognised in the 
Timor-Leste Constitution and was famously acknowledged by the granting of the Nobel Peace Prize 
to Dom Carlos Belo in 1996. Chega! devotes 10 pages of its chapter on self-determination (Chapter 
7) to the role of the local Church, including its complex interaction with the international church. The 
Protestant and Muslim communities were small in size and minor players during the period which is 
the subject of Chega! 
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3.  Faith Communities and Chega!

Faith communities in Timor-Leste are well-placed to convert their support for CAVR into practical 
action and to contribute significantly to making the recommendations in Chega! reality. 

They can do this by distributing Chega! to the many communities they serve, discussing it in sermons, 
radio programs, articles and workshops, and encouraging implementation of its recommendations 
within their own communities and through external advocacy. Religious Orders can make a special 
contribution because of their numerous personnel, international connections and the many schools 
and other institutions they administer throughout Timor-Leste. 

Most of the following recommendations are general. Each idea needs to be further developed into a 
program of action which details goals, steps to be taken, timetable, partners and resources.    

3.1  Dissemination

Faith communities can   disseminate Chega! and 
its key lessons and recommendations by:

   • Asking their leaders to issue pastoral 
letters and other public statements that support 
Chega! and encourage their communities to read 
it; 

   • Setting up Chega! study groups for their 
religious and lay personnel and in their parishes 
and congregations;

   • Teaching Chega! in seminaries and 
training institutions;

   • Translating and adapting sections of 
Chega! into Tetum (7.4.1);

   • Using Chega! in the classroom to teach 
human rights, non-violence, and history (7.4.2);

   • Making use of the information, video and 
other resources in the CAVR archives (3.7.5);

2.  Faith Communities and the CAVR

The faith communities supported the CAVR process and made active contributions. On the 
philosophical level, there was a natural affinity between CAVR and the faith communities. The 
principles underlying transitional justice owe much to the faith traditions and their ethical systems, 
including the concept of reconciliation based on individual accountability and the restoration of broken 
community relationships. In practical terms, the faith communities assisted CAVR in a number of 
ways. The Protestant and Catholic churches each released one of their clergy from their regular 
duties to serve as National Commissioners. Rev Maria Fatima Gomes from the Assembly of God 
and Bishops Carlos Belo and Dom Basilio do Nascimento served as members of the CAVR Advisory 
Council. Individual Sisters and Priests participated in local community reconciliations in many parts 
of the country, assisted with worship and support for victims, and contributed information to the truth-
seeking process. The CAVR also included adat rituals and practices in its community reconciliation 
processes.

   • Recommending Chega! to their 
international colleagues (such as the WCC, CCA, 
headquarters of Religious Orders in Rome and 
elsewhere), and to colleagues in CPLP countries 
and ASEAN (1.1-1.3);

   • Putting Chega! on their websites and 
asking partner organizations to place links to the 
report.

3.2  Promotion of human rights and 
non-violence 

Faith communities can contribute to a culture 
of human rights and peace in Timor-Leste by 
undertaking the following recommendations in 
their own institutions and agencies:
   • Teaching human rights and non-violence 
in their schools, training centres, clinics, places 
of worship and other programs (3.4.1; 3.4.6-
3.4.7; 3.6.1; 3.7.2-3);
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human rights violations in Timor-Leste (1.6-1.8; 
4.1.2;10.16-10.17; 12.1);

   • Concrete measures to promote non-
violence (3.4.1-3.4.7) directed to the government 
(3.4.6; 4.1.5), political parties (3.4.2), and security 
agencies (4.1.8; 6.2; 6.3);

   • Pressure on the historical political parties 
to address human rights violations committed in 
the past (9.5);

3.4  Reconciliation

Faith communities can contribute to reconciliation 
by acting on the following recommendations: 

   • Establishment of a community-focussed 
mechanism for conflict prevention and resolution 
(8.1-8.6);

   • Requesting the Prosecutor-General to 
address the 85 cases of pending Community 
Reconciliation Processes held by his office 
(8.6);

   • Reconciliation in the Timor-Leste political 
community (9.1-9.8);

   • Reconciliation with Indonesia and creative 
ways of deepening Timor-Leste/Indonesia 
people-to-people relations (10.1-10.17-11.1.1-
11.2.3).

3.5  Reparations

Chega! recommends that reparations in various 
forms be provided to the most vulnerable victims 
of human rights violations (12.1-12.12).  

Beneficiaries should include single mothers and 
their children, the disabled, widows, and survivors 
of sexual violence and torture, and severely 
affected communities. Faith communities are 
ideally placed to assist these victims. It is 
recommended that this section is read carefully. 
CAVR is not advocating wholesale reparations 
or only reparations in the form of monetary 
compensation. 

   • Ensuring that their educational, medical 
and other services are not over-concentrated in 
Dili and reach the disadvantaged in isolated and 
remote areas (3.2.6);
   • Providing education programs in their 
medical clinics on the relationship between 
health and the environment (3.8.4);  
   • Using their clinics and other facilities to 
treat those who continue to suffer physically or 
mentally from human rights violations (3.3.2). 

3.3  Advocacy

Chega! advocates all human rights for all in 
Timor-Leste. Faith communities can contribute 
to this objective by advocacy to the government, 
parliament, and political parties which upholds: 

   • A human rights approach to development 
in keeping with Timor’s international commitments 
(3.1.1-3.1.3);

   • Equitable development policies and 
programs that reach the most disadvantaged 
(3.2.6) and advance the rights of women (4.1.1-
4.1.11),  children (4.2.1-4.2.6) and the disabled 
(4.2.6); 

   • The promotion and protection of human 
rights by official agencies that promote and 
protect human rights including the public service 
(5.4.1-5.4.6), provedor (5.5.1-5.5.6), judiciary 
(5.3.1-5.3.6), police service (6.2.1-6.2.9), and 
defence forces (6.3.1-6.3.9);

   • An independent judiciary (5.3.1-5.3.6), 
independent media (3.5.1-3.5.6) and independent 
civil society (5.1.1-5.1.6).

More specifically, faith communities can 
individually, jointly, and in collaboration with their 
international networks, advocate the following 
measures:

   • Accountability for past violations by the 
Indonesian military and the relevant authorities 
and agencies (10.1-10.3; 10.8-10.17);

   • No amnesty for crimes against humanity 
and war crimes in Timor-Leste that involved 
sexual violence against women and girls (4.1.3); 

   • An apology and reparations to victims 
by governments, agencies and corporations 
involved in supporting or directly responsible for 
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3.6  Memorialisation

Faith communities can contribute to healing and 
the promotion of human rights by: 

   • Lobbying government and Parliament-
arians to convert the Comarca heritage site into 
a national memorial centre for victims and human 
rights (13.2; 8.1);

   • Requesting the Vatican to honour Dom 
Martinho da Costa Lopes and working with 
interested institutions such as the Dom Martinho 
da Costa Lopes University for this purpose 
(1.12); 

   • Honouring, in collaboration with the Church 
in Indonesia, the priests and religious who were 
murdered in Timor-Leste in 1999 (1.12);

    • Recording and marking sites and buildings 
where significant human rights violations occurred 
(3.2.2-3.2.3; 3.3.1);

   • Contributing to the CAVR archives written 
and other records held by priests, religious orders 
and others; 

   • Encouraging and/or assisting clergy and 
others to write their stories or provide statements 
for the record relating to the conflict;

   • Working with colleagues overseas to 
obtain for the CAVR archives documentation 
on Timor-Leste held by institutions such as the 
Vatican (1.4), the World Council of Churches, the 
Protestant and Catholic churches in Australia, 
Indonesia, Portugal (2.4) and the US, Progressio 
(formerly CIIR), and religious orders working 
in Timor such as the Canossians, Claretians, 
Jesuits, Salesians, Dominicans, Divine Word, 
Franciscans, PRR and Maryknollers.  

L-R: Alipio Seixas, Carmelita Amaral, Jaimito da Costa (Coordinator), Armando Marques, Emilio 
Barreto, Chiquito Guterres, Domingos Soares, Geraldo Gomes, Norberta Gomes, Cancio Ximenes

The Chega! dissemination team
 
In the second part of 2006, after the crisis in Dili, and again in 2007, the Post-CAVR Technical 
Secretariat distributed and socialized the CAVR Report and other products in each district of Timor-
Leste. This work was funded by the Government of Japan and the World Bank respectively.
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President Jose Ramos-Horta’s 
reaction to the CAVR Report

“The CAVR process was an extraordinary endeavour both in terms of 
workload, the magnitude of the task undertaken by the Commissioners, 

but also in terms of its emotional impact on anyone who goes through 
that entire process that lasted several years or who dared to read the 

report and the conclusions and recommendations.

It’s mind-boggling, heart-breaking, brings anger, tears to anyone who 
is familiar with the history of the 24 years of occupation. 

The recommendations are far-reaching. Some are do-able by the 
government, others might not be within our possibilities to do it, but 

what I can say is that as Prime Minister of this country I will do my 
best to cooperate, to assist, to support first in the dissemination 
of the report so that it becomes a learning process for all of us 
so that we learn from the past, so that we don’t repeat the same 

errors that in part contributed to this tragedy, but also other more 
concrete recommendations contained in the report, recommendations 

the government as a whole, with the Parliament and others, we will 
endeavour to implement them.

We owe it to the people. We owe it to the victims. We owe it to the 
current generation and the future generation so that Timor-Leste can 

live in peace and in harmony”.
- Statement in November 2006 by Jose Ramos-Horta, 

Nobel Peace Laureate, during his period as Prime Minister of Timor-Leste. 
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and Chega!Teachers
“The extensive CAVR 

Report is an encyclopedia 
of our history, rich in both 

teachings and suffering. 
We must utilise its great 

teachings to better 
understand today’s crisis 

and to help prevent future 
crises”. 

-  President Jose Ramos-Horta  
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Passing it on to the Next Generation

1. TEACHERS AND CHEGA!

Chega! is an excellent resource for teachers in two ways. 

First, it is – as President Ramos-Horta stated – “an encyclopedia”, a goldmine of information for 
resource-starved teachers looking for material to use in their presentations. Teachers working in 
adult education, schools, seminaries and universities will find Chega! contains excellent material 
on the history of Timor-Leste, Indonesia, human rights, international law, the UN system and other 
subjects. 

Second, Chega! is an excellent tool to use in the formation of the hearts and minds of the next 
generation. Chega! will help teachers make their contribution to the national objective of building the 
culture of human rights, rule of law, non-violence, peace and accountability that those who suffered 
in the past want their children to have.
 
To fulfill these two roles, however, Chega! has to be incorporated into the mainstream curriculum and 
not just left up to individual teachers to use or not. It should also be emphasised that Chega! was 
not written for direct use in the classroom. It needs to be re-presented attractively and appropriately 
for different levels and subject areas. It is to be hoped that the Ministry of Education and those 
responsible for curriculum development will take up both these challenges. 
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2.  WHAT CHEGA! ASKS TEACH-
ERS AND THE MINISTRY OF EDU-
CATION TO DO

The Recommendations in Chega!  ask educators 
to do three things:

   • Disseminate Chega! in the community

Use of the Report at all levels of the education 
system is an obvious and effective way of 
disseminating its contents, lessons and values.

   • Make use of the resources collected 
and developed by CAVR. Recommendation 
3.7.5 states: “The Department of Education, 
teachers and academics make use of the multi-
media resources created and collected by 
CAVR – during its work on reconciliation and its 
inquiry into the period 1974-1999 – as a way of 
enriching East Timorese content in the education 
curriculum and to assist in the teaching of history, 
political science, conflict-resolution, international 
relations and law”.

   • Utilize Chega! and other CAVR material 
in the development of curricula for the education 
system. Recommendation 7.4.2 states: “The 
Ministry of Education in the Government of 
Timor-Leste works with the post-CAVR institution 
to utilize the Final Report and other Commission 
materials in the development of curricula and 
other educational resources related to human 
rights, reconciliation, law, gender studies and 
other relevant disciplines”.

3.  RESOURCES AVAILABLE FOR 
TEACHERS

   • The full CAVR Report, entitled Chega! 
(Portuguese, Indonesian, English):  available as 
CD Rom or on website: www.cavr-timorleste.org

   • Executive Summary of Chega!  (Tetum, 
Portuguese, Indonesian, English). 

    • Various shorter versions of Chega!: 
brochure ‘Introducing Chega!’, ‘Chega! A Plain 
Guide’.

   •     Five guides (Indonesian and English): 

        (1)  Women and Chega!: Making   
  Healing a Reality
        (2)  Faith Communities and Chega!:   
  Not Just an Act of Faith
        (3)  Civil Society and Chega!: A   

  Program for Action
        (4)  Teachers and Chega!: Passing it   
  on to the Next Generation
        (5)  The International community   
  and Chega!: It’s About You Too 

   • Three  public hearing books on Massacres, 
Women and the Conflict, Forced Displacement 
and Famine (Tetum, Indonesian, English).  
Books on other public hearings will be available 
in 2008.

   • Dalan ba Dame (Road to Peace): 144 
minute Tetum language video on Timorese 
history based on testimony and interviews given 
by Timorese to CAVR. (Sub-titled in Portuguese, 
Indonesian, English). Comes with guide.

   • Dalan ba Dame (Road to Peace): audio 
version of the above video in 5 half-hour 
segments. (Tetum only).

   • CAVR: 40 minute video about CAVR 
methodology. 

   • Labarik ho Konflitu (Children and the 
Conflict): Tetum report on the CAVR public 
hearing on children.

   • Istoria Timor-Leste husi Poster CAVR  
(History of Timor-Leste through CAVR Posters):  
4 languages.

   • Hear our Voices: book of photos of victims 
and their aspirations for Timor-Leste.  (Tetum and 
English)

   • The Balide Comarca: A ‘Sacred Building’ 
(Indonesian and English).

   • Videos and transcriptions of 7 CAVR 
public hearings, including testimony about 1975 
from the last Portuguese governor of Timor, Joao 
Carrascalao, Jose Ramos-Horta, Mari Alkatiri 
and Xanana Gusmao. Plus video testimony on 
many of the human rights themes in Chega! such 
as the catastrophic famine of 1978-9.

   • Photos, video and audio of many CAVR 
activities, including community reconciliations.

4.  WHERE TO  GET THE RESOURCES

Many copies of Chega! and other resources 
have been distributed throughout Timor-Leste, 
including to some schools, teachers and 
community libraries. As stocks are limited, it is 
hoped that these resources can be accessed and 
used by teachers. Where they are not available, 
teachers can get resources from:
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   • The Bookshop, Post-CAVR Technical 
Secretariat, ex-Balide Comarca, Balide, Dili. Tel 
(+670) 3311263

   •    The CAVR website: 

 www.cavr-timorleste.org

 

5.  FACILITIES

In addition to a Bookshop and Archives, the Post-
CAVR Technical Secretariat also offers teachers 
use of the following facilities starting in 2008:

   • Walk through Chega!: an exhibition for 
schools, community groups and tourists.

   • Staff available to talk to students and 
groups.

   • Large meeting place for discussions, 
lectures and workshops and seminar room with 

projector. 

   • Library (not for borrowing), reading room 

and internet.

   • Simple coffee shop.

Note: access to the CAVR archives is restricted 

and governed by CAVR policy. Requests for 

access and further information should be directed 

to: 

Jose Caetano, Manager

Documentation Centre 

Tel:  (+670) 3311 263  

Email: info.cavr@gmail.com
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and Chega!Community

“The CAVR Report constitutes an 
important milestone in the search for 

justice, truth and reconciliation in 
Timor-Leste… It is my sincere hope 

that (it) will be an enduring contribu-
tion to building the Timorese nation 
and will help to prevent the recur-

rence of such tragic events in Timor-
Leste and elsewhere”.

- Kofi Annan
UN Secretary General

July 2006

The International
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 -   It’s about You, Too.

1. Chega! around the world

In the statement quoted above, the former Secretary-General of the UN, Kofi Annan, expresses his 
hope that the CAVR report Chega! will fulfil two functions: (a) contribute to nation-building in Timor-
Leste and (b) help prevent similar tragedies ‘elsewhere’, i.e. in other parts of the world.

This set of guidelines is designed to help the international community contribute to these two 
objectives. 

Nation-building: The international community strongly supported CAVR 2001-2005 and enabled it 
to make a significant contribution to justice, social re-integration, healing, the historical record and 
human rights in Timor-Leste. However, awareness and use of the CAVR report has diminished due 
to staff turnovers and related loss of institutional memory. It needs to be re-built. CAVR has finished 
but its work has not. Renewed international support and use of the Report and its recommendations 
are vital to maximize its contribution to nation-building.
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3.  How you can assist

3.1 Dissemination

The CAVR report asks that Chega! be 
disseminated in Timor-Leste and internationally. 
International organizations can assist 
dissemination in the following ways:

 • Provide copies to your local and 
international staff and opportunities to discuss 
the report and its recommendations;

   • Make use of the Report in your program 
of work;

   • Share the Report with your international 
headquarters and partners;

   • Make links to the CAVR website: www.
cavr-timorleste.org;

Preventing    similar   tragedies  elsewhere: Chega! found that the violations committed 1975-
1999 were so atrocious, widespread and systematic that they were crimes against humanity and 
offensive to all human beings. 

To prevent such tragedies occurring elsewhere, Chega! and its lessons for the international 
community need to be studied and acted on by the UN, member governments, corporations and 
agencies. However, few appreciate that Chega! is about the international community too. The UN, 
donors and governments generally consider the Report to be relevant only to Timor-Leste. They 
have rightly urged the East Timorese Parliament and Government to address the Report but, apart 
from some civil society organizations, have not done so themselves. In Chega!, CAVR took a global 
perspective on Timor-Leste and addressed the role of the international community and key players 
including the UN, Portugal, Indonesia, Australia, Japan, the US, Britain, China and the Vatican. 
Each failed in fundamental ways. The lessons from these failures are important to prevent similar 
tragedies elsewhere. 

2.  Chega!: A useful resource

The Report and related CAVR products are useful resources for international organizations working 
in Timor-Leste. 

Internationals coming to Timor-Leste for the first time will find the Report and its companions helpful 
backgrounders on their new environment. The Report and its recommendations are particularly 
relevant to organisations and individuals involved with important challenges such as human rights, 
conflict resolution, peace-building, security sector reform, Indonesia, justice and civic education. 
The CAVR methodology described in the Report remains relevant today. The Report’s sections on 
the history of Timor-Leste, the Resistance, Fretilin, Falintil, the Catholic Church and its findings on 
human rights violations offer important insights that help explain current problems, relationships and 
attitudes. 

The Recommendations are waiting to be plundered by organizations looking for practical projects 
that will advance the national goals of non-violence, human rights, security agency neutrality, 
accountability and the rule of law.

   • Make use of the film Dalan ba Dame and 
other guides in the Resource Kit;

   • Supporting, monitoring and reporting on 
the 2008 discussion of Chega! in the Timor-Leste 

National Parliament.

3.2  Promoting human rights 
in Timor-Leste

Chega! recommends the promotion and 
protection of all human rights for all in Timor-
Leste. To assist with this objective, international 
organizations could:

   • Make Chega! required reading for policy-
makers, program staff and consultants;
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   • Assess the human rights impact, both 
positive and negative, of donor assistance 
to Timor-Leste since independence, taking 
into account benchmarks in the Chega! 
recommendations: right to life (161, 3.2); security 
of person (163, 3.3); non-violence (163, 3.4); 
participation (164, 3.5); citizenship (165, 3.6); 
education and cultural self-determination (166, 
3.7); health and sustainable environment (167, 
3.8); women (169, 4.1); children and youth (171, 
4.2).

   •   Assess   international  assistance   to   the  
development of human rights   institutions or to 
a culture of human rights in various institutions: 
civil society (173, 5.1.1-5.1.6); parliament (174, 
5.2), judiciary (174, 5.3); public service (176, 
5.4); provedor (177, 5.5); faith communities/
church (178, 5.6); police (180, 6.2); military (181, 
6.3); other security agencies (182, 6.4).

   • Support, from both government and civil 
society, for recommendations on justice for 
violations committed 1975-1999 (183, 7.1-7.3; 
186, 7.1.12);

   • Oppose any initiatives in Timor-Leste that 
may strengthen impunity e.g. amnesty for sexual 
violence (169, 4.1.3) or allow the military/police a 
dwi-fungsi role in Timor-Leste (181, 6.6.6);

   • Urge that relevant governments de-
classify and make available documentation 
relating to Indonesian military operations which 
resulted in human rights violations (196, 10.8-

10.10). 

3.3  Reparations

Chega! (200, 12.1-12.13) recommends a 
targeted reparations program for individuals 
and communites most seriously disadvantaged 
by past human rights violations. It recommends 

that Indonesia, companies who benefited from 
the war, and states which provided military aid 
to Indonesia during the occupation, be asked 
in particular to contribute to this program. It 
suggests that reparations can take various 
forms, including compensation, apologies, 
memorialisation. The then UN Secretary-
General, Kofi Annan, recommended a limited 
adoption of this recommendation in the form an 
internationally-subscribed to solidarity fund. 

The principle of reparations is clearly recognized 
in the domestic law of many countries and in 
international law. In March 2005 the UN General 
Assembly adopted an international policy on the 
right of redress. Recently, the Security Council, 
through the UN Compensation Commission,       
completed administering a large reparations 
program requiring Iraq to compensate Kuwait for 
its illegal invasion and occupation in 1991.

 Demands for reparation may serve as a deterrent 
and work against impunity.  On the other hand, 
participation in a reparations program can indicate 
welcome rejection of harmful past practices and 
the adoption of a desirable new policy direction. 

International organizations could support the 
establishment of a reparations program by:

   • Assisting the Parliament and Government 
of Timor-Leste to develop and administer a 
reparations program;

   • Assisting with the development of criteria, 
research, verification and valuation needed for a 
just and effective reparations program;

   • Contributing to a reparations fund and 
urging governments and donors to contribute;

   • Identifying companies, Indonesian and 
other, who benefited from the war in Timor-
Leste (159, 1.8; 197, 10.17) and asking them to 
contribute to a reparations fund or explore other 

Make Chega! required reading for policy-
makers and international staff arriving in 

Timor-Leste
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forms of compensation such as scholarships, 
development projects, or memorialisation;

   • Supporting families who wish to locate 
and re-bury lost relatives (161, 3.2.1);

   • Supporting the preservation and 
commemoration of significant sites and events 
(162, 3.2.2; 3.2.4; 162, 3.3.1; 167, 3.7.7).

3.4  Children and youth

Although Timor-Leste and donors were already 
moving in this direction, there is now – in response 
to the 2006 crisis - considerably increased 
emphasis on job creation/training etc for the 
young. Chega!  (41, 171, 4.2) also emphasises 
the importance of a wider engagement with 
children and youth, including building on 
Timorese cultural, musical, sporting and other 
‘non-commercial’ interests and skills. The large 
membership of (problematic) martial arts groups 
indicates the strength of interest in physical, 
group activities – especially among young men, 
but also the crying need for alternatives.

International organizations could:

   • Support the development of sporting and 
cultural infrastructure through aid programs, 
sister-city relationships, twinning of sporting 
bodies etc (171, 4.2)

   • Provide in their countries of origin 
opportunities for participation and training (as 
coaches, trainers, managers etc);

   • Provide equipment (musical instruments, 
sporting gear, balls etc);

   • Assist with education in non-violence 
(171, 4.2.2), sexual health and family planning 

(170, 4.1.9; 171, 4.2.5).

3.5  Repatriation of infor-
mation and artifacts

Timor-Leste’s written patrimony is very small. 
Few Timorese have written and much was 
destroyed in 1999. Chega!, and the supporting 
statements and evidence on which it is based, 
are a contribution to the re-building of Timor’s 
information base. To ensure the security and 
accessibility of these records, they are being 

copied to the British Library in London. 

In its recommendations Chega! also 
encourages 

   • Those with information on Timor-Leste, 
including governments, those with Timorese 
artifacts and those with appropriate skills and 
resources to make these available to Timor (167, 
3.7.6).

Chega! also recommends practical support in 
the form of:

   • Funding, scholarships, technical work-
shops, co-writing, exchanges of history students 
etc.designed to support and assist Timorese to 
document their histories (159, 1.15), including 
Timorese women (169, 4.1.1). 

For further information, visit the CAVR website: 

www.cavr-timorleste.org
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Recommendations of Chega!

The Commission is required to make “recommendations concerning reforms and other measures 
whether legal, political or administrative which could be taken to achieve the objectives of the 
Commission, to prevent the repetition of human rights violations and to respond to the needs of 
victims of human rights violations” [Regulation 2001/10, Section 21.2].

The thousands of first-hand testimonies of victims and witnesses that were given to the Commission 
have provided this nation and the international community with a clear picture of the intense suffering 
of the East Timorese people between 1974 and 1999. This suffering was primarily caused by 
violations against individual citizens committed by state agents particularly after 1975. It was made 
possible due to the climate of impunity that prevailed for most of this period due on the one hand to 
the absence of democratic checks and balances on the Indonesian military within the Indonesian 
system and, on the other hand, to the tolerance by the international community of the Indonesian 
government’s excesses in the conduct of its affairs. 

The Commission has been given the duty to make recommendations that, if implemented, will assist 
in preventing a recurrence of the violations of the past. As most of the human rights violations 
recorded in this report were committed by the state and the state has primary responsibility to 
uphold human rights, prevention must be focussed on ensuring that the actions of state agents 
do not once again become alienated from legal obligations and the will of the general population. 
Members of the military, police, intelligence services, judiciary and government agencies must at all 

In an independent East Timor, the children and youth shall 
represent our hope in the future, and the protection and 
promotion of their rights shall always be a priority. Their 

education shall be based on cultivating love and respect for 
life, peace, justice and equality so that a new world can be 

built on the ruins of war.

- Magna Carta concerning Freedoms, Rights, Duties and Guarantees for the People of 
East Timor adopted by the National Council of East Timorese Resistance (CNRT), Peniche, 
Portugal, 25 April 1998. 

What’s the point of continually collecting information from us if there’s 

nothing to show for it?
- Community of Lalerek Mutin, Viqueque
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times remain strictly accountable to the people, the law and internationally agreed standards. For 
its part the international community must not only enunciate standards but insist, through all the 
measures available to it, that these standards are complied with particularly at this stage when the 
architecture of the new state is still being developed. 

History teaches us that nations recovering from long conflict face a difficult task to develop the 
democratic institutions and laws that can protect and guarantee human rights. Some nations fail 
to meet this challenge and revert to violence. It should not be taken for granted that human rights 
will automatically be protected in Timor-Leste. Vigilance against the kind of practices that lead to 
violations needs to be constant. 

The need for vigilance is demonstrated by the fact that although the vast majority of serious violations 
examined by the Commission were committed by members of the Indonesian security forces, these 
perpetrators were both Indonesian and East Timorese members of the forces. Although the worst 
periods were during the military occupation, violations were also committed by East Timorese against 
their brothers and sisters during the struggle for power in the internal armed conflict of 1975 and 
within the Resistance especially in 1977. The proper safeguards of a democratic state need to be 
put in place, strengthened where they already exist, and applied and respected by all the institutions 
and citizens of Timor-Leste.

These recommendations have been made in the spirit of building a future for our children who must 
be guaranteed that the violence of the past shall not be repeated. We must learn from the past in 
order that every child in Timor-Leste can fulfill his and her potential.

The Commission commends the national leaders of Timor-Leste, the elected representatives who 
developed the Constitution, our members of Parliament and Church leaders and those in government, 
civil society and the business community who strive to build a nation based on the principles of the 
Constitution and international human rights. They are motivated by values and objectives born from 
our painful past which have also been given powerful expression in the Magna Carta of human 
rights formulated by the National Council of Timorese Resistance (CNRT) in 1998 and the policies of 
all East Timorese political parties. In recognition of these commitments and out of a deep conviction 
based on our inquiry, the Commission makes these recommendations acknowledging that this is a 
long-term process requiring sustained commitment and action. 

The recommendations are organised as follows:

1. Timor-Leste and the international community
2. Timor-Leste and Portugal
3. Human rights in Timor-Leste: protecting and promoting all rights for all
4. Human rights in Timor-Leste: protecting and promoting the rights of the vulnerable
5. Human rights in Timor-Leste: protecting and promoting rights through effective institutions
6. Human rights in Timor-Leste: security services that protect and promote human rights 
7. Truth and justice
8. Reconciliation in the general community
9. Reconciliation in the political community
10.  Reconciliation with Indonesia
11.  Acolhimento (reception)
12.  Reparations
13.  Follow-on institution
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1. TIMOR-LESTE AND 
THE INTERNATIONAL 
COMMUNITY

The relationship of Timor-Leste 
to other nations was defined by 
the nature of the political conflicts 
between 1974 and 1999. The 
conflict in Timor-Leste was not 
primarily an internal conflict but one 
of foreign intervention, invasion and 
occupation that caused the people 
of Timor-Leste great suffering and 
loss and violated international 
law and human rights which the 
international community was duty 
bound to protect and uphold. 
While these relationships have 
evolved since the intervention of 
the United Nations in 1999, there 
are a number of steps to be taken 
which will assist the building of this 
new nation and its international 
relations and to ensure that Timor-
Leste’s experience is not repeated 
in other situations. 

The Commission recommends 
that: 

1.1. This Report is given the 
widest possible distribution at 
all levels in the international 
community through the media, 
internet and other networks and 
particularly within the United 
Nations and those individual 
nations and institutions that are 
highlighted in the Report, viz. 
Australia, China, Britain, France, 
Indonesia, Japan, Portugal, 
Russia, US, the Catholic Church, 
as well as the East Timorese 
diaspora and international civil 
society organisations. 

1.2. This Report is disseminated 
at all levels in the Community of 
Portuguese Language Countries 
(Communidade dos Paises de 
Lingua Portuguesa, CPLP) with 
a view to it contributing to greater 
understanding of Timor-Leste 
as the newest member of the 
Community.

1.3. This Report is disseminated 

at all levels in each of the countries 
of the Association of Southeast 
Asian Nations (ASEAN) in order 
to deepen appreciation of Timor-
Leste’s recent history and its 
needs as a future member of this 
important regional body.

1.4. The Vatican and the 
governments of China, Britain, 
France, Japan, and Russia make 
available to Timor-Leste their 
classified and other archival 
material on the period 1974-1999 
so that this information can be 
added to that already provided 
by other countries to ensure 
that Timor-Leste, after so many 
years of isolation, can build a 
comprehensive depository of 
information on its history.

1.5. The UN Secretary-
General refers the Report to the 
Security Council, the General 
Assembly, the Special Committee 
on Decolonisation and the UN 
Commission on Human Rights, 
and requests that each of these 
bodies devotes a special session 
to discussion and reflection on 
the Report and the lessons to 
be learned from its contents and 
findings.

1.6. The states that had military 
cooperation programmes with the 
Indonesian Government during 
the Commission’s mandate period, 
whether or not this assistance 
was used directly in Timor-Leste, 
apologise to the people of Timor-
Leste for failing to adequately 
uphold internationally agreed 
fundamental rights and freedoms in 
Timor-Leste during the Indonesian 
occupation. 

1.7. The Permanent Members 
of the Security Council, particularly 
the US but also Britain and France, 
who gave military backing to the 
Indonesian Government between 
1974 and 1999 and who are 
duty bound to uphold the highest 
principles of world order and 
peace and to protect the weak and 
vulnerable, assist the Government 

of Timor-Leste in the provision of 
reparations to victims of human 
rights violations suffered during 
the Indonesian occupation. 

1.8. Business corporations 
which profited from the sale of 
weapons to Indonesia during the 
occupation of Timor-Leste and 
particularly those whose material 
was used in Timor-Leste contribute 
to the reparations programme for 
victims of human rights violations.

1.9. All UN member states 
refuse a visa to any Indonesian 
military officer who is named in 
this Report for either violations or 
command responsibility for troops 
accused of violations and take 
other measures such as freezing 
bank accounts until that individual’s 
innocence has been independently 
and credibly established.

1.10. States regulate military 
sales and cooperation with 
Indonesia more effectively 
and make such support totally 
conditional on progress towards full 
democratisation, the subordination 
of the military to the rule of law 
and civilian government, and 
strict adherence with international 
human rights, including respect for 
the right of self-determination. 

1.11. The governments of 
Australia, Britain and New 
Zealand undertake a joint initiative 
to establish the truth about the 
deaths of the six foreign journalists 
in Timor-Leste in 1975 so that the 
facts and accountability are finally 
established.

1.12. The international Catholic 
Church, led by the Vatican, 
honours Dom Martinho da Costa 
Lopes and the Catholic sisters, 
priests and laity who were killed in 
1999 seeking to protect the people 
of Timor-Leste.

1.13. The documents and any 
other material relating to the 
events of 1999 and militia activity 
that were allegedly removed to 
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Australia for safe-keeping after 
the arrival of Interfet in 1999 be 
returned to Timor-Leste by the 
Government of Australia.

1.14. The Government of 
Timor-Leste, with the support of 
the United Nations, honours the 
contribution of international civil 
society to the promotion of human 
rights in Timor-Leste, particularly 
the right of self-determination, and 
invites civil society organisations to 
contribute their documentation on 
this struggle to the people of Timor-
Leste as a tool for remembering 
and fostering ongoing relations 
and solidarity.

1.15. Support, both practical and 
financial, be given by business, 
philanthropic bodies, corporations 
and academic institutions to assist 
key East Timorese figures and 
others to document their histories 
and experiences in order to 
build up the limited stock of East 
Timorese-generated literature for 
future generations.

2. TIMOR-LESTE AND 
PORTUGAL

The Commission recommends 
that the Portuguese Government:

2.1. Formally acknowledges 
receipt of this Report, refers it to 
the Parliament of Portugal and 
implements the recommendations 
relevant to Portugal that it 
contains.

2.2. Supports financially and 
logistically the dissemination of 
the Report and its related products 
through the relevant sectors of 
Portuguese society and within 
the Community of Portuguese 
Language Countries (CPLP).

2.3. Assists the Government 
of Timor-Leste in the provision of 
reparations to victims of human 
rights violations from the conflicts 
in Timor-Leste.

2.4. Provides copies of 
relevant official archival material 
on Timor-Leste on to the people 
of Timor-Leste as an essential 
part of our national heritage and 
assists Portuguese civil society 
organisations, the media and the 
Portuguese Church to provide 
material in their possession to 
Timor-Leste

2.5. Conducts an audit of 
artefacts and other cultural 
property of East Timorese origin 
currently in Portugal with a view 
to repatriation to Timor-Leste in 
order to assist in the conservation, 
development and diffusion of its 
culture in accordance with the right 
to cultural self-determination and 
the principles of the International 
Covenant on Economic, Social, 
and Cultural Rights.

2.6. Promotes two-way relations 
with Indonesia, bearing in mind 
Portugal’s long historical links 
with the region and the changed 
situation in Timor-Leste, in order 
to deepen mutual understanding 
and cooperation, particularly at 
the level of people-to-people 
relationships, and contribute jointly 
to Timor-Leste.

3. HUMAN RIGHTS IN 
TIMOR-LESTE: PRO-
MOTING AND PRO-
TECTING ALL RIGHTS 
FOR ALL 

The violence of war in Timor-Leste 
was not restricted to combatants 
but also resulted in violations of 
the human rights of civilians. Civil 
and political rights and freedoms 
were violated during the conflict, 
including the right to life itself and 
the rights to security of person, 
participation and the basic human 
freedoms essential to human 
dignity and development. The long 
period of conflict also impacted on 
the economic, social and cultural 
rights of the people of Timor-

Leste including on the standard of 
living, health, family welfare and 
education.

Through the creation of the 
CNRT Magna Carta and the 
nation’s Constitution and the 
ratification of the International 
Covenants on Civil and Political 
Rights and Economic, Social and 
Cultural Rights, Timor-Leste has 
demonstrated its commitment to 
break with the past and to promote 
and protect all rights for all. 

The Commission recommends 
that:

3.1.1. The Government of Timor-
Leste adopts a human rights 
approach to governance, policy-
making and development so that 
all decisions across the whole 
government system are informed 
by human rights principles.

3.1.2. The Government takes all 
measures necessary to ensure 
the implementation of the rights it 
has committed to uphold through 
its ratification of the International 
Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights, the International Covenant 
on Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights and other treaties.

3.1.3. The Government uses its 
human rights treaty reporting to the 
United Nations as a tool to evaluate 
its progress in implementing all 
human rights for all and that these 
reports are made widely available 
for public discussion in Timor-
Leste.

3.2 The right to life, freedom 
from hunger and an adequate 
standard of living

Large numbers of East Timorese 
people were killed or died 
during the mandate period from 
conflict related causes, including 
massacres. Most deaths resulted 
from preventable famine during 
the early years of the Indonesian 
military occupation in violation of the 
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“fundamental right of everyone to 
be free from hunger” (International 
Covenant on Economic, Social 
and Cultural Rights: Art. 11.2). 

The Commission recommends 
that:

3.2.1. Families be assisted 
to locate and to re-bury the 
remains of relatives and loved 
ones who perished during the 
conflict and that, where resources 
permit, exhumation according to 
appropriate standards is carried 
out to allow for identification and 
establishment of the cause of 
death.

3.2.2. In consultation with families 
and the community, significant 
sites of killings, or deaths be 
memorialised in honour of the 
victims.

3.2.3. A public register of the 
disappeared be established and, in 
collaboration with the Government 
of Indonesia, a systematic inquiry 
is undertaken to establish the 
whereabouts and fate of those on 
the list. 

3.2.4. The Parliament determines 
an annual day of national 
remembrance of the famine of 
1978-1979 in order to remember 
those who perished from hunger 
and related causes at that time and 
to encourage discussion, research 
and educational activities on 
contemporary food security issues 
in Timor-Leste, including effective 
disaster preparedness.

3.2.5. In case of a humanitarian 
disaster causing people to leave 
their homes, the Government 
acts according to the UN Guiding 
Principles on Internal Displacement 
(E/CN.4/1998/53/Add.2, 11 
February 1998).

3.2.6. The Government develops 
and implements policies that ensure 
that the fruits of development 
are enjoyed equitably, reaching 
the most isolated communities, 

benefiting and involving men 
and women, children, the elderly 
and the disabled, and providing 
opportunities to those who are 
most disadvantaged.

3.3 Right to security of 
person

The right to security of persons 
upheld in the International 
Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights but for most of the period 
1974-1999 the people of Timor-
Leste experienced constant 
personal insecurity in many forms. 
This included arbitrary detention, 
torture, inhuman and degrading 
treatment or punishment, 
interrogation, invasion of privacy 
and unfair trials.

The Commission recommends 
that: 

3.3.1. Buildings in all parts of 
Timor-Leste that were regular 
sites of detention be recorded 
in a national register, along with 
information about those detained 
and the conditions of detention in 
these places, and that selected 
sites are memorialised with a 
name plate or in other appropriate 
ways.

3.3.2. Individuals who continue 
to suffer physically or mentally 
from torture or other forms of 
inhuman and degrading treatment 
or punishment experienced during 
the conflict have their condition 
professionally diagnosed and 
be assisted with counselling and 
other forms of rehabilitation.

3.3.3. Law enforcement agencies 
adhere to the highest standards 
of due process in relation to 
the carrying out of arrests, 
investigations after arrest, access 
to counsel and detention in 
custody, as required by domestic 
law and human rights standards. 

3.3.4. The Government applies at 
all times a policy of open access to 
outside monitoring of all prisons in 

Timor-Leste, by institutions of the 
state, East Timorese civil society 
and international organisations.

3.3.5. The Government en-
sures the establishment and 
maintenance of proper procedures 
to guarantee that prisoners are 
held in conditions which respect 
their human dignity, including:

• Access to full medical care for 
all people held in custody

•  Adequate food and water for all 
people held in custody

• Proper procedures for holding 
of child and youth prisoners, 
including being held separately 
from adult prisoners

•  Proper procedures for holding 
women and men prisoners in 
separate facilities

• Provision for the worship of 
religion

•  Development of a prog-ramme 
of rehabilitation of pri-soners, 
in order to help them prepare 
to return to daily social and 
economic life and be a full, 
participating member of the 
community. Such programmes 
should be adequately funded

• Strict rules and procedures 
preventing the use of any kind 
of torture or sexual abuse of 
those held in custody

• Strict procedures for the use of 
solitary confinement. Solitary 
confinement should only 
be allowed temporarily and 
exceptionally on the basis of a 
court order warranting it. Strict 
physical and mental health 
procedures should be developed 
and implemented for those held 
in solitary confinement

• Development and imple-
mentation of ongoing human 
rights training for all corrections 
services personnel, including 
high ranking personnel.

3.4  Right  to security of  
person: a national comm-
itment to non-violence

For the greater part of the conflict, 
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the people of Timor-Leste were 
exposed to widespread violence. 
The conflict between the principal 
political parties in 1975 degenerated 
into short-term physical violence in 
many communities, and Indonesia 
used military firepower and 
strength of numbers to force its will 
on the people of Timor-Leste and 
maintain its presence at huge cost 
to many throughout the 24 years 
of the conflict. The effective use 
of power depends on cooperation. 
In a culture of violence and fear, 
however, force is the preferred 
way to resolve issues and maintain 
control and those in power can 
come to assume an attitude of 
arrogant superiority over others. 
Once embedded a culture of 
violence can become normal and 
corrupt relations at all levels and 
in many different ways including 
between officials and citizens, men 
and women, employers and staff, 
teachers and students, parents 
and their children. 

On the other hand, the East 
Timorese Resistance, the Church 
and international civil society 
earned respect and support for 
their creative use of dialogue and 
non-violent strategies to achieve 
their goals of self-determination 
and independence. 

The Commission recommends 
that:

3.4.1. The people of Timor-Leste 
explore ways of reflecting deeply 
on both their negative experience 
of violence – its origins, uses and 
impact – and on their positive 
experience of dialogue and non-
violence to achieve their political 
goals, and how the important 
lessons from these experiences 
can be further creatively used 
to promote a culture of respect, 
justice and peaceful resolution of 
conflict in all areas of life in Timor-
Leste.

3.4.2. Political parties continue 
their practice of solemnly 
renouncing the use of violence 

in the political process and take 
the strongest possible stand 
against any in their midst who 
advocate violence, compromise 
the professional impartiality of the 
police and military, or who support 
groups in any way associated with 
violence.

3.4.3. The Parliament and the 
Government institute an inquiry 
into land disputes that have 
arisen as a result of the wide-
scale resettlement programmes 
undertaken during the political 
conflicts, with a view to promoting 
peaceful mediation of these 
disputes and avoiding violence.

3.4.4. The public campaign to 
raise awareness and support for 
the prevention of domestic violence 
be continued and intensified, 
particularly in the districts. 

3.4.5. Timor-Leste uses its 
membership of regional and 
international forums to be a 
vigorous opponent of military 
aggression and a strong advocate 
of international principles, the 
UN system and dialogue and 
diplomacy in the resolution of 
conflict. 

3.4.6. The education system in 
Timor-Leste, both governmental 
and private, promotes values in 
education and develops courses 
and teaching methods to impart 
skills and a culture of peace, 
respect, and non-violence to 
students, including exposure to 
East Timorese and other figures 
who achieved their goals, both big 
and small, peacefully. 

3.4.7. The power of sport, music, 
drama and other arts in Timor-
Leste are harnessed as tools to 
promote peace, non-violence and 
the building of positive values and 
community relations, especially 
among youth.

3.5 Right to participation 
- guaranteeing essential 
freedoms

The freedoms which are essential 
to exercise the right of participation 
were repressed under both the 
Portuguese colonial system and the 
Indonesian regime of occupation. 
Those who exercised their rights 
to freedom of information, opinion, 
movement, association and 
assembly during the conflict with 
Indonesia ran grave risks, were 
forced to operate clandestinely 
and often suffered grievously for 
exercising these rights. Secrecy 
and heavy-handed control were 
the hallmarks of the system. This 
resulted in the killing of foreign 
journalists and, inter alia, the 
massacre of demonstrators at 
the Santa Cruz cemetery on 12 
November 1991. Only information, 
media, political parties and 
associations acceptable to the 
Indonesian military were tolerated 
and freedom of movement within 
Timor-Leste and abroad was 
monitored and restricted. East 
Timorese were treated as subjects 
not as citizens. As a result, 
government was not accountable, 
development failed and human 
rights violations were committed 
with impunity.

The Commission recommends 
that:

3.5.1. The Government of Timor-
Leste continues its policy of open 
government in its dealings with the 
community and, in the interests 
of promoting participation and 
accountability, seeks to maximise 
open two-way communication with 
the community, including through 
their elected representatives 
in the Parliament, civil society 
organisations and the media.

3.5.2. The parliament enacts 
legislation on national archives 
to ensure that official records 
in all parts of Timor-Leste are 
appropriately preserved and 
organised based on a standard 
national system and that, to 
enhance public participation 
and the accountability of public 
servants, the rules of access 
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place very few restrictions on the 
information that can be made 
public and include Freedom of 
Information provisions. 

3.5.3. Publishers, journalists and 
all sections of the media recognise 
that their role is vital to effective 
citizenship in Timor-Leste and 
that their over-riding professional 
responsibility is to provide 
independent and accurate news, 
information and alternative points 
of view on significant public issues 
to all sections of East Timorese 
society.

3.5.4. The media, institute an 
annual award for investigative 
journalism carried out by an East 
Timorese journalist and that 
this award be given in honour of 
journalists who lost their lives in 
Timor-Leste in the service of the 
truth during the period 1974-1999.

3.5.5. The fundamental impor-
tance of the rights of freedom of 
movement, opinion, association 
and assembly to the vitality and 
creativity of political, cultural, social 
and economic life in Timor-Leste 
continue to be recognised and 
upheld and, in particular, that law 
enforcement agencies continue 
to receive training on these rights 
and on strict procedures for 
the peaceful handling of public 
demonstrations.

3.5.6. Defamation laws not be 
criminalised, allowing for the 
proper regulation of these matters 
by the civil courts. 

3.6 Right to participation - 
citizenship

After generations of margin-
alisation, the individual citizen 
is now the centre of the new 
democratic nation of Timor-Leste 
- as beneficiary and as actor. 
This shift owes much to the 
spirit of inclusiveness that was 
developed by the Resistance 
and that contributed significantly 
to its success. The opportunity 

to contribute remains equally 
important for the future – both as a 
right and as a duty inspired by the 
same sense of initiative, creativity, 
self-reliance and self-sacrifice that 
served Timor-Leste well in the past. 
The Commission was repeatedly 
reminded that the “little people” 
want to be able to participate fully 
in the life of the new nation despite 
the distance felt, especially in the 
rural areas, from the mechanisms 
and processes of government and 
decision-making.

Citizenship symbolises our unity 
as a nation. It is based on a 
sense of belonging to this country, 
national pride and commitment to 
our people, values and common 
future. It is essential to nurture the 
sense of citizenship through on-
going public education about its 
importance and what it means in 
practice. 

The Commission recommends 
that:

3.6.1. A comprehensive civ-
ic education programme is 
implemented that is focussed 
on the structure, institutions and 
processes of democracy and the 
rights and obligations of citizens; 
this programme should also be 
taught in the schools. 

3.6.2. All public servants, incl-
uding police, military, teachers and 
staff in government departments, 
continue to receive training, periodic 
in-services and performance 
evaluation on their role as servants 
of the government and citizens of 
Timor-Leste to ensure that they 
carry out their duties in a politically 
impartial, ethical and professional 
manner. 

3.6.3. A Citizenship Day is 
established in Timor-Leste in 
order to heighten awareness of 
the meaning and importance of 
citizenship and to promote and 
celebrate our democratic values 
and responsibilities. 

3.6.4. Annual awards be 
established for East Timorese 
citizens who make a special 
contribution to their local community 
or to the nation and are recognised 
as models of initiative and good 
citizenship for the emulation of 
others, particularly youth. 

3.7 Right to education and 
cultural self-determination

The International Covenant on 
Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights (Article 15) recognises the 
right of all to cultural life and the 
related need to conserve, develop 
and diffuse culture including 
through the formal education 
system. Though parts of Timor-
Leste’s unique way of life and 
culture survived, this right was 
denied to varying degrees under 
the colonial systems introduced 
by Portugal and Indonesia. The 
Portuguese system particularly 
neglected education for the people. 
Indonesia, though it addressed 
illiteracy and provided educational 
opportunities, used these as 
vehicles to promote integration not 
cultural self-determination. 

The Commission commends the 
Government for its commitment 
to universal education and 
recommends that:

3.7.1. Ways of drawing on East 
Timorese culture and traditions 
be further developed as a source 
of national identity and nation-
building, including through the 
education system, and that 
research for this purpose is 
undertaken by universities and 
relevant agencies. 

3.7.2. The Government and 
Church education systems 
collaborate to develop curricula 
and teaching methodologies which 
are values-based and aimed at 
developing key values which 
are appropriate to Timor-Leste’s 
traditions and current situation 
and that will promote a culture of 
peace, non-violence, and human 
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rights.

3.7.3. The Government and 
Church education systems 
collaborate to develop a human 
rights curriculum and teaching 
methodologies for use at all levels 
of the education system and that 
makes use of this Report and 
related materials to ensure the 
course is grounded in Timor-
Leste’s lived experience.

3.7.4. The Government, bearing  
in mind creative initiatives 
undertaken in 1974-75, develops 
special programmes aimed at 
eradicating illiteracy in Timor-Leste, 
including for adults, especially 
women in remote communities;

3.7.5. The Department of Edu-
cation, teachers and academics 
make use of the multi-media 
resources created and collected 
by CAVR - during its work on 
reconciliation and its inquiry into 
the period 1974-1999 - as a way of 
enriching East Timorese content 
in the education curriculum 
and to assist in the teaching of 
history, political science, conflict-
resolution, international relations 
and law. 

3.7.6. The Government estab-
lishes a programme of repatriation 
for East Timorese artefacts, 
documents and culturally-related 
material currently outside the 
country and invites governments, 
institutions and individuals 
who have these items in their 
possession to return them to Timor-
Leste to assist in the conservation, 
development and diffusion of East 
Timorese culture in keeping with 
Article 15 of the International 
Covenant on Economic, Social 
and Cultural Rights.

3.7.7. The Government estab-
lishes a programme to restore 
and preserve sites and materials 
of particular cultural importance 
damaged or destroyed during the 
conflict such as the Palácio das 
Cinzas site in Dili to serve as a 

reminder to future generations of 
the destruction of 1999 and the 
challenges that had to be faced by 
the East Timorese leadership in 
establishing the new state.

3.8 Right to health and a 
sustainable environment

The enjoyment of basic rights to 
health, adequate food, housing 
and livelihood depend on a 
healthy environment. Harm to the 
environment is not only a crime 
against nature it is also a violation 
of human rights. Timor-Leste 
suffers from obvious depletion of 
its flora, fauna and soil. This is 
due to many factors but includes 
colonial exploitation of natural 
resources, war damage, the 
disruption of land care due to the 
long conflict, the consuming of 
native plants and animals during 
periods of displacement, and the 
removal of flora and fauna as war 
trophies to Indonesia. 

The Commission recommends 
that:

3.8.1. The United Nations 
Environment Programme (UNEP), 
which has considerable experience 
in post-conflict environmental 
regeneration, is invited to undertake 
a study of the environmental 
situation in Timor-Leste and, 
taking into account excellent 
projects already underway, 
to make recommendations 
for remedial activities to help 
Timor-Leste realise the UN 
Millennium Development Goal of 
environmental sustainability.

3.8.2. Regions where defoliants 
are believed to have been used for 
military purposes are researched 
to ensure that they are safe 
for local communities and that, 
if necessary, rehabilitation is 
undertaken in cooperation with 
the affected communities and with 
the support of governments and 
companies who were involved in 
the supply of military equipment to 
the Indonesian armed forces. 

3.8.3. The herbal and other 
alternative medicines and remedies 
used in the interior during the war 
of resistance be documented and 
evaluated for their effectiveness 
with a view to continued use. 

3.8.4. A long-term public edu-
cation programme be undertaken, 
including through the education 
system, to deepen community 
understanding of the relationship 
between a clean physical 
environment and health, especially 
for children.

3.8.5. World Health Day, held on 
7 April each year, be successively 
devoted to each of the above 
themes. 

4. HUMAN RIGHTS AT 
HOME: PROMOTING 
AND PROTECTING 
THE RIGHTS OF THE 
VULNERABLE

4.1 Women

During the conflict women played 
a crucial role in East Timorese 
society – both in Timor-Leste and 
in the diaspora – as the bedrock 
of families and communities, often 
left without husbands, brothers 
or fathers for support, and as 
advocates for human rights. In 
Timor-Leste, the conflict created 
conditions which limited the 
freedoms of women and girls who 
were also especially vulnerable to 
violations of human rights. These 
included rape, sexual slavery and 
other forms of sexual violence 
which, though mainly perpetrated 
by the Indonesian security 
apparatus also involved East 
Timorese men. Women who were 
victims of sexual violence were 
often ostracised by their community, 
increasing their vulnerability to 
new violations. Some continue to 
be victimised today because of 
their experience. 
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Through its interaction with victims 
and their families, the Commission 
observed that domestic violence 
was a common occurrence in the 
current lives of many victims. For 
example, some male survivors 
of detention and torture told the 
Commission that they had fallen 
into a pattern of violent behaviour.

The incidence of domestic violence 
and sexual assault in Timor-
Leste remains high. A national 
commitment to the elimination of 
violence against women, in both 
the public and private domains, 
is essential to break the cycle of 
violence and fear that characterises 
the lives of many women and girls. 
This programme of action must 
also promote the development 
of a culture of equality because 
discrimination against women is a 
key contributing factor to violence 
against women.

The Commission recommends 
that:

4.1.1. The diverse contributions of 
women involved in the Resistance 
– internally and in the diaspora - 
be more fully recognised and that 
additional ways of documenting and 
disseminating their contribution be 
developed, including for teaching 
in the schools. 

4.1.2. The call by Komisi Penye-
lidik Pelanggaran HAM Tim-Tim 
(Commission for the Investigation 
of Human Rights Violations in 
East Timor, KKP-HAM) to the 
Government of Indonesia to provide 
rehabilitation, compensation 
and support to the victims of the 
1999 upheaval in Timor-Leste, 
including women and families, be 
implemented.

4.1.3. Crimes against humanity 
and war crimes committed in 
Timor-Leste which involved sexual 
violence against women and girls 
are excluded from any amnesty 
provisions, in accordance with UN 
Security Council Resolution 1325 
on Women, Peace and Security 

(Par. 11, S/Res/1325 2000).

4.1.4. Continuing prejudice 
against women who have been 
victims of sexual violation be 
urgently addressed by the 
Government, religious institutions, 
local communities and civil society 
organisations in order to uphold 
the dignity of those who have 
suffered in this way. 

4.1.5. The Government, together 
with religious organisations and 
civil society, continues efforts to 
eliminate all forms of violence 
against women and that measures 
to be taken include (a) the urgent 
introduction of legislation on 
domestic violence, including 
emergency measures to protect 
victims at times of crisis; (b) the 
provision of more resources 
and training to law enforcement 
agencies, the judiciary and legal 
aid groups, in order to enable an 
effective response to cases of 
domestic violence; (c) continued 
support for agencies and civil 
society organisations providing 
quality services and support to 
victims, and to those who work 
with men to transform patterns of 
violent behaviour.

4.1.6. The National 16 Days of 
Activism against Violence against 
Women be continued each year 
and be intensified particularly in 
the districts.

4.1.7. The Armed Forces and 
Police Services develop strong 
enforceable policies which promote 
gender equality, outlaw sexual 
exploitation and violence against 
women and impose the strongest 
possible sanctions on security 
personnel guilty of breaches of 
these policies so that never again 
should East Timorese women 
have cause to fear those entrusted 
to protect and uphold their rights.

4.1.8. The harmonisation 
of Timor-Leste laws with the 
Convention on the Elimination of 
All Forms of Discrimination Against 

Women (CEDAW) is continued, 
that adequate capacity is provided 
to institutions responsible for the 
implementation of CEDAW and 
reporting to the UN on Timor-
Leste compliance with CEDAW, 
and that understanding of CEDAW 
is promoted in the community, 
particularly through the education 
system, the media and the 
Church.

4.1.9. Access to information 
and services on reproductive 
health care, family planning and 
parenting are widely available to 
both men and women, including 
through the schools, in order that 
decisions about reproduction are 
informed and the responsibilities 
of reproduction and parenthood 
are equally shared and free of 
coercion or violence.

4.1.10. Measures are taken to 
recognise and support the role 
of women in the prevention and 
resolution of conflicts and in 
peace-building, including at the 
local level.

4.1.11. The Government upgrades 
the Office for the Promotion of 
Equality to a Secretariat of State 
in the Office of the Prime Minister 
and/or provides the Office for the 
Promotion of Equality with an 
Advisory Board as a way of further 
promoting and mainstreaming 
gender equality and the full 
participation of women in the 
economic, social, cultural and 
political life of Timor-Leste, 
including through the promotion 
of literacy for rural women and the 
greater participation of girls and 
women in secondary and tertiary 
education. 

4.2 Children and youth 

The rights of children were violated 
during the years of conflict. Children 
saw or experienced traumatic 
violence, died from starvation, 
were displaced from their homes, 
orphaned, separated from their 
parents, and were disadvantaged 
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through lack of access to health, 
educational and other services. 
Children were also conscripted into 
the fighting, both during the internal 
armed conflict in 1975 and during 
the Indonesian occupation when 
they were used by the Indonesian 
military to provide logistic and 
other support. Some children were 
taken away from their families 
by the Indonesian military and 
officials, often to distant places in 
Indonesia, and remain separated 
from their families. With profound 
sadness, the Commission heard 
from East Timorese children 
in West Timor that they felt a 
dual sense of belonging to and 
alienation from Timor-Leste.

To ensure a better future for children 
in Timor-Leste, the Government 
has ratified the Convention on the 
Rights of the Child. In so doing, 
it has committed itself to protect 
and ensure children’s rights 
and agreed to be accountable 
for this commitment before the 
international community. Ensuring 
a future for our growing youth 
population is one of Timor-Leste’s 
main challenges. 

The Commission recommends 
that:

4.2.1. The process of 
harmonising Timor-Leste laws 
with the Convention on the Rights 
of the Child (CRC) is continued, 
that adequate capacity is provided 
to institutions responsible for the 
implementation of the CRC and 
reporting to the UN on Timor-Leste 
compliance with CRC, and that 
understanding of CRC is promoted 
in the community, particularly 
through the education system, the 
media and the Church.

4.2.2. A public education 
campaign similar to that already 
underway on domestic violence 
be undertaken to educate parents, 
teachers and the community 
about the effects of physical and 
emotional violence on children 
and to provide alternative forms of 

behavioural control and character 
development.

4.2.3. Positive role models for 
girls and young women, and for 
boys and young men, be identified 
and promoted. 

4.2.4. Adequate resources be 
allocated to the development 
of sporting infrastructure and 
management so that the potential 
of sport to contribute to community 
relations and the holistic 
development of youth, including 
equal access for girls and young 
women, is realised.

4.2.5. Reproductive health 
education programmes that 
are accurate, balanced and 
comprehensive and that promote 
responsibility are provided to the 
youth of Timor-Leste in keeping 
with Article17 of the CRC which 
upholds the right to know especially 
where information promotes social, 
spiritual and moral well-being and 
physical and mental health. 

4.2.6. Measures are undertaken 
to ensure that the Government 
policy of universal education 
is extended in practice to all 
children, especially orphans, the 
disabled and those in remote 
rural communities including to 
guarantee that all girl children have 
full and equal access to education, 
and that more opportunities for 
vocational training are provided.

4.2.7. East Timorese children 
who were taken to Indonesia 
and remain separated from their 
parents and families are given the 
opportunity for family contact and 
reunion, including the option of 
freely returning to Timor-Leste, in 
keeping with Articles 9 and 10 of 
the CRC.

4.2.8. Special consideration 
is given to the situation of East 
Timorese children who have been 
disadvantaged educationally and 
in other ways because of their 

clandestine work and sacrifices as 
youth for the liberation of Timor-
Leste.

5. HUMAN RIGHTS 
AT HOME: PROMOT-
ING AND PROTECT-
ING HUMAN RIGHTS 
THROUGH EFFECTIVE 
INSTITUTIONS

5.1 An effective civil society

The freedoms required for the 
flowering of civil society were 
denied for most of Timor-Leste’s 
colonial history and harshly 
repressed during the Indonesian 
occupation. Nevertheless, civil 
society emerged as a positive 
force for change both in Timor-
Leste itself and in Indonesia and, 
together with international civil 
society, played an important role in 
the struggle for self-determination 
and independence. This role, 
the independence of civil society 
and the values of initiative and 
commitment to human rights that 
inspired it, are equally critical 
today. Outside government and 
political parties, civil society 
is the principal vehicle for the 
participation and contribution of 
citizens to nation-building. It is 
important that this sector enjoys 
an enabling environment as 
Timor-Leste continues to make 
the transition from opposition to 
constructive interaction between 
government and civil society. 

The Commission recommends 
that:

5.1.1. Support and encour-
agement continue to be provided 
to civil society in Timor-Leste so 
that it can adequately fulfil its role in 
amplifying the voices of the poorest, 
contributing to development 
and holding government and 
business accountable, and that 
the fundamental civil and political 
freedoms that are necessary for 
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this sector continue to be respected 
and upheld. 

5.1.2. Civil society organisations, 
while valuing their independence 
and diversity, continue to find 
ways of working cooperatively 
with other NGOs, nationally 
and internationally, both to 
ensure the best use of scarce 
resources and the impact of their 
advocacy and contribution, and 
to exemplify in their organisation 
strong community links and the 
highest possible standards of 
democracy, professionalism and 
accountability. 

5.1.3. Government and civil 
society organisations, while 
respecting each other’s respective 
roles and independence, continue 
to build direct channels of 
communication in order to foster 
interaction through policy dialogue, 
consultation, shared training, and 
operational collaboration.

5.1.4. Government and donors 
continue to provide financial 
assistance, training and other 
forms of support for civil society 
in Timor-Leste to ensure it has the 
capacity to take its seat at the table 
and fulfill its role constructively and 
effectively. 

5.1.5. International        organisa-
tions provide specialist training 
to national NGOs to enable 
them to contribute to the process 
of external scrutiny when the 
Government makes its treaty-
based reports on human rights to 
the United Nations.

5.1.6. The Catholic Church and 
other faith communities continue 
to contribute to the building of a 
culture of peace and human rights 
in the community, to providing 
assistance to victims of human 
rights violations and to fostering 
reconciliation and social cohesion.

5.2 An effective Parliament 

Under Portugal and Indonesia, 

Timor-Leste had legislative 
institutions but these bodies were 
not representative of the people or 
accountable to them and served the 
interests of those in power rather 
than the people. This system has 
been replaced with a democracy 
in which a parliament freely 
elected by the people is sovereign. 
This new system is characterised 
above all by responsiveness 
and accountability to the people, 
through both its legislative function 
and, on behalf of the people, its 
scrutiny and monitoring of the 
executive government and public 
service, including the expenditure 
of public money. 

The Commission recommends 
that:

5.2.1. Members of Parliament 
have sufficient facilities and 
resources to carry out their 
responsibilities effectively on 
behalf of the people.

5.2.2. The National Parliament 
and individual Parliamentarians 
continue to strengthen their 
representative role and 
demonstrate accountability to 
the people through mechanisms 
such as regular reporting, visits to 
the districts and interaction with 
the community, public hearings, 
and communication through the 
media.

5.2.3. The National Parliament 
and its members have an on-going 
programme to inform and educate 
the community about the role of 
the Parliament, particularly among 
young people and in schools; this 
will help overcome the sense of 
alienation inherited from the past 
by increasing understanding about 
the role of Parliament on behalf 
of the people and will encourage 
participation both through voting 
in elections and through a more 
active role in politics and use of 
the system.

5.2.4. The executive government 
and public service acknowledge 

the sovereign role of the 
Parliament and, in a spirit of 
accountability and partnership, 
make themselves regularly 
available for policy dialogue, 
consultations and questions from 
members of Parliament on behalf 
of the people.

5.2.5. The National Parliament 
enacts legislation to meet the 
reporting obligations of Timor-
Leste under human rights treaties 
that have been ratified. 

5.3  An effective judiciary

An independent, functioning judicial 
system is essential to secure the 
rule of law in Timor-Leste. During 
the Indonesian occupation, the 
judicial system was seriously 
flawed. The independence of the 
judiciary from government policy 
was compromised, and the judicial 
system failed to protect the basic 
human rights of those accused 
through due process. In so doing 
it contributed substantially to the 
culture of impunity, the breakdown 
of the rule of law and itself was the 
cause of human rights violations. 

A result of this experience is that 
many East Timorese people 
do not trust the judicial system. 
They know the system during 
the Commission mandate period 
was corrupt, inaccessible and 
politically influenced. This is a 
major challenge in developing a 
new judicial system.

A fair, professional, accessible 
and effective judicial system is a 
cornerstone of establishing the rule 
of law in Timor-Leste. Experience 
shows that the rights of people 
can only be protected when there 
is an effective way to hold power 
accountable before the law. Without 
this accountability, protection of 
human rights is virtually impossible. 
The development of a strong, 
independent judicial system in 
Timor-Leste is a fundamental pillar 
of our new democracy. It should be 
given appropriate priority in terms 
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of funding and policy.

The Commission recommends 
that:

5.3.1. The Government finalises 
formulation of the Penal Code and 
the Code of Criminal Procedures, 
incorporating adequate formulation 
of crimes against humanity and 
war crimes.

5.3.2. All the measures necessary 
to ensure the independence of 
the judiciary are put in place, 
including:

• administrative autonomy of the 
Prosecutor General’s office 
and the courts, as well as the 
development of a mechanism 
of judicial appointments and 
tenure that is insulated from 
political pressures

• priority being given to a 
sustainable programme of 
education and training for East 
Timorese judges

• development of career paths for 
judges, including a system of 
proper remuneration and tenure 
in order to reduce the risk of 
corruption or political pressure 
on judges

• development of an independent 
supervisory system, established 
by legislation.

5.3.3. Access to the judicial 
system for East Timorese citizens 
is guaranteed by:

• ensuring that there is an 
adequate number of East 
Timorese judges and that 
university law schools and other 
resources of a suitable standard 
are available

• ensuring that there is an 
adequate number of well-trained 
judicial administrative officials to 
support the work of the courts

• ensuring that courts can 
regularly sit in the districts

• ensuring that East Timorese 
citizens coming before the 
courts have access to support 
in their mother tongue

• guaranteeing the independence 
of public prosecutors 

• allocating adequate resources 
to defence lawyers and to 
para-legal support services 
to ensure that East Timorese 
citizens, accused and victims, 
can understand the judicial and 
legal system

• ensuring that people arrested 
are brought before a court within 
the statutory time period, and 
that the court can convene at 
short notice to guarantee this.

5.3.4. The appellate system is 
strengthened in order to provide 
internal enforcement of the highest 
international legal standards. 

5.3.5. The Government ensures 
that the judicial system is fully 
resourced to fulfill its vital functions 
by making it a high priority in the 
national budget.

5.3.6. The United Nations and 
international community continue 
to support the development and 
strengthening of the legal and 
judicial system in Timor-Leste to 
ensure accountability before the 
law.

5.4 An effective public 
service

The public service in Timor-Leste 
during the Indonesian occupation 
had many of the negative features 
of the Indonesian bureaucracy of 
which it was a part: the system was 
politicised, centralised, top-down, 
corrupt, over-staffed, inefficient, 
wasteful of government resources 
and did not enjoy the confidence 
of the community. Families with 
connections to local elites and 
civil servants got faster and 
cheaper access to basic services. 
Corruption, high costs and bribes, 
and personal connections in public 
service delivery worked most 
heavily against the poor. 

Today, the system in Timor-Leste, 
like its Indonesian counterpart, 

is still weak and is caught in an 
“institutional limbo” between the 
old structures and the emergence 
of a new institution and culture. 
To deliver the economic, social 
and cultural services to which the 
citizens of Timor-Leste are entitled 
as human rights, public servants 
must be politically impartial, 
appointed and promoted on 
merit, and be people of integrity 
and professional competence 
characterised by a strong ethos of 
duty and service. 

The Commission recommends 
that:

5.4.1. Recruitment to the 
public service is based on equal 
opportunity and merit, not political 
affiliation, and that women are 
given every encouragement to 
apply and occupy positions of 
leadership in the government 
bureaucracy.

5.4.2. The training provided to 
public servants includes a strong 
emphasis on the equal rights of all 
citizens in Timor-Leste to services 
which protect and uphold their 
economic, social and cultural rights 
without discrimination and that this 
training is reinforced in practice 
through regular evaluation of staff 
performance, encouragement of 
feedback from citizens, including 
allegations of bribery, and the 
rewarding of best practice. 

5.4.3. Government Ministers 
and senior public servants, 
including in the districts, practice 
accountability by informing 
citizens of policies and services, 
consulting with interest groups 
and being available to the media, 
and through regular attendance at 
the National Parliament to answer 
questions and hear the concerns 
of Members.

5.4.4. Allegations or evidence 
of patronage, favouritism, bribery 
or abuse of government property 
and equipment, even in small 
ways, are investigated and dealt 
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with promptly, impartially and in 
a transparent manner, and those 
found guilty are appropriately 
sanctioned. 

5.4.5. Budgets, expenditure and 
audits of government departments 
and agencies are published and 
the subject of public scrutiny.

5.4.6. Civil society organisations 
and the media inform citizens 
of their rights in relation to 
service delivery and government 
accountability and develop ways 
of acknowledging and rewarding 
best practice in the public service.

5.5  An effective Provedor

Timor-Leste’s recent history 
shows how state institutions that 
are not respectful of the rule of law 
have a disproportionate capacity 
to contribute to human rights 
violations. For most of the period 
reviewed by the Commission, the 
East Timorese people lived without 
the protections of effective rule of 
law or the functioning of a financially 
accountable administration. 
Establishing these as the norm 
is a significant challenge for the 
government, civil society and the 
community.

The Commission applauds the 
establishment of the Office of the 
Provedor for Human Rights and 
Justice and acknowledges the key 
role this independent institution 
has in protecting human rights in 
Timor-Leste including those rights 
at risk from corruption in the public 
sector.

The Commission recommends 
that:

5.5.1. The Office of the Provedor, 
in order to carry out its mandate 
to protect human rights and to 
prevent corruption effectively, be 
guaranteed full independence and 
appropriate levels of funding and 
human resources; the Provedor 
conducts a review of all laws, 
public policies and procedures 

relevant to the prevention of 
corruption, and reports to the 
National Parliament on reforms 
required to establish a strong legal 
framework and mechanisms to 
promote government integrity and 
to prevent corruption at all levels 
of public administration.

5.5.2. The National Parliament 
adopts the legislation recom-
mended by the Provedor, that all 
sections of government and the 
public administration implement 
the recommendations and that a 
strict monitoring regime be put in 
place.

5.5.3. The State of Timor-Leste 
ratifies the UN Convention Against 
Corruption (UNCAC) which it 
signed in December 2003.

5.5.4. The Office of the Provedor 
holds regular consultations with 
business and civil society on 
the issue of corruption, uses 
International Anti-corruption Day 
on 9 December to heighten public 
awareness of the damage corruption 
does to the poor, development 
and foreign investment, and 
cooperates with organisations such 
as Transparency International to 
undertake a thorough and objective 
report on Timor-Leste as part of its 
Global Corruption Report.

5.5.5. The Office of the Provedor 
works with the private sector and 
the Chamber of Commerce to 
develop an anti-corruption code 
of conduct for business and that 
resources and training are provided 
to all members of the Chamber.

5.5.6. The Office of the Provedor 
develops as a state institution 
which the people regard as close 
to their communities and problems 
and which can assist in finding 
quick and effective responses to 
potential or actual human rights 
abuse, including by developing 
early warning mechanisms in areas 
where violence might develop.

5.6 An effective Church 
community

The Catholic Church has a 
significant place in East Timorese 
history and society. Though 
largely compromised during the 
Portuguese period, the Church 
was a strong advocate for human 
rights in Timor-Leste during the 
Indonesian occupation consistent 
with Catholic social doctrine based 
on the dignity and value of each 
human person. In partnership with 
other faith communities, it has a 
responsibility and resources to 
continue as a major force for human 
rights in the new democratic era. 

The Commission recommends 
that:

5.6.1. The Church continues its 
mission to protect and promote 
human rights in Timor-Leste 
both through its services to the 
community in health, education and 
other areas and, where necessary, 
through public advocacy in defence 
of human rights.

5.6.2. The Church, through its 
organs for justice and peace, 
provides human rights training 
to all its personnel, including 
seminarians, teacher trainees, 
members of religious orders and 
catechists.

5.6.3. The Church reviews past 
practices of excluding women who 
were victims of sexual violence 
from the full life of the Church, 
thereby significantly increasing 
their experience of social 
stigmatisation, and addresses its 
responsibilities to these women. 

5.6.4. The Church develops 
a programme of human rights 
education, which includes due 
emphasis on the rights and duties 
of citizens, for dissemination to the 
community through its network of 
parishes and schools. 
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6. HUMAN RIGHTS 
AT HOME: SECURITY 
SERVICES THAT PRO-
TECT AND PROMOTE 
HUMAN RIGHTS

Building a new paradigm for the 
security services is one of the 
biggest challenges for Timor-
Leste. It involves breaking with past 
models in which, particularly during 
the Indonesian period, the security 
apparatus was an instrument 
of force rather than community 
service, was a major perpetrator 
of human rights violations, was not 
accountable to the rule of law or 
subject to civilian control and did 
not enjoy the trust of the people. 
The demarcation of roles between 
the armed forces and police was ill-
defined and the security apparatus 
proliferated into an unmanageable 
plethora of militia, groups and 
networks with differing loyalties 
and roles. The military had a dual 
role (dwi-fungsi) which, in addition 
to regular defence and security, 
also legitimated its intervention 
in socio-political affairs. The East 
Timorese Resistance developed 
a similar policy in 1975 when it 
broke with the Portuguese practice 
of non-involvement in politics 
(apartidarismo) and aligned mainly 
with the Fretilin party until the 
policy was discarded in favour of 
political impartiality in the 1980s.

The Commission fully supports 
current government policies which 
are focussed on the development 
of a politically neutral professional 
security apparatus. The following 
recommendations are intended to 
reinforce this new paradigm for the 
sake of the protection of human 
rights in Timor-Leste. 

6.1 An accountable security 
policy

The Commission recommends 
that:

6.1.1. A public education 

programme be undertaken to 
deepen community understanding 
of Timor-Leste security policy and 
the role, limits and accountability 
of the police and armed forces.

6.1.2. This education programme 
highlights and explains the 
following:

   • the democratic control of 
the security policy and apparatus by 
the civilian authorities (President, 
Cabinet and Parliament), as 
provided for in the Constitution

   • the duty of the security 
apparatus to uphold human rights 
in compliance with the rule of law 
as laid down in the Constitution 
and legislation

   • the duty of the security 
apparatus and their members 
to stand apart from political life 
and under no circumstances to 
use their resources for political 
purposes, as occurred in the past

   • the duty of the security 
apparatus to comply with national 
security policy as articulated by 
the National Parliament in order 
to ensure (a) that there is a clear 
demarcation of roles; (b) that there 
is no proliferation of agencies as 
occurred in the past (c) that there 
is no breakdown of coordination 
leading to inter-agency rivalry and 
abuses as in the past; (d) that 
there is no politicisation of the 
security apparatus as occurred 
in the past; (e) that the security 
budget and weapons procurement 
and distribution are overseen 
and approved by the National 
Parliament; and (f) that the human 
rights of civilians are not violated 
at a time of national crisis (such 
as a state of siege or state of 
emergency when extra powers are 
given to the security apparatus) as 
happened in the past

   • the  rules governing arrest 
by the  police and the rights of 
the public in these situations so 
that there is no recurrence of 
past practices of arbitrary arrest 
and detention and the potential 
abuses which can occur in such 

circumstances

   • the rules governing 
police behaviour during public 
demonstrations to ensure that 
there is no recurrence of the 
serious human rights violations 
that occurred in the past in these 
situations.

6.2 Police Service

The Commission recommends 
that:

6.2.1. The National Parliament 
plays an active role as the final 
civilian oversight mechanism of 
the Police Service and receives 
regular reports from the Minister 
of the Interior who is responsible 
for the police and answerable to 
Parliament.

6.2.2. Members of the Police 
Service are accountable for 
their actions outside the law and 
police involved in cases of human 
rights abuse should be brought 
before a normal court of law and 
not shielded by police or internal 
procedures.

6.2.3. Procedures and mech-
anisms for reporting complaints 
about police behaviour are 
established in collaboration with 
the Office of the Provedor in order 
to reverse the practices of the past 
when the security enjoyed impunity 
and the public had little recourse 
to justice. 

6.2.4. A paradigm shift in police 
culture is fostered aimed at 
replacing a past ”police force” 
mentality with a stronger emphasis 
on a community service approach 
to policing.

6.2.5. In addition to technical 
training all police personnel, 
including senior officers, receive 
on-going training in both the theory 
and practice of human rights as part 
of their professional development 
as protectors of human rights. 
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6.2.6. All police personnel, 
including senior officers, receive 
ongoing training in relation to 
gender-related crimes and the 
rights of victims of such crimes.

6.2.7. Specialised and ongoing 
training is provided on the 
gathering of evidence, forensic 
practice and appropriate methods 
of interrogation in order to lessen 
the risk that members of the 
police will seek to gather evidence 
from confessions obtained under 
duress.

6.2.8. The police respect the 
right of civil society organisations 
to monitor their work in order to 
ensure protection of human rights 
and, in collaboration with such 
organisations, develop procedures 
to ensure access.

6.2.9. Members of the Timor-
Leste police be encouraged to 
join international peacekeeping 
operations under the mandate 
of the United Nations in order to 
increase experience of international 
best practice.

6.3 Defence Forces 

The Commission recommends 
that:

6.3.1. The National Parliament 
establishes monitoring mech-
anisms to ensure that it effectively 
oversees the military. 

6.3.2. Members of the Defence 
Forces are treated as citizens of 
Timor-Leste, not a separate caste 
above the rule of law and norms of 
society as happened in the past, 
and accordingly will be brought 
before a normal court of law if 
involved in cases of human rights 
abuse.

6.3.3. The role of the Defence 
Forces is limited to external 
defence and assistance in the 
event of a non-military disaster as 
determined by National Parliament; 
the use of the military to control 

perceived internal threats, as 
happened in the past, is prohibited 
in Timor-Leste.

6.3.4. Members of the Defence 
Forces at all levels should play no 
role in political life or in business 
and should only take direction 
from the legally authorised state 
institutions. 

6.3.5. The development of civilian 
extensions of the military through 
the quasi-militarised or intelligence 
groups be prohibited, because in 
the past such practices contributed 
to human rights violations and 
were a cause of major divisions in 
the community.

6.3.6. On-going training in 
international human rights, hum-
anitarian law and civic education 
is provided to the members of the 
Defence Forces, including senior 
leadership.

6.3.7. Ongoing dialogue is 
encouraged between national 
human rights organisations 
and the Defence Forces in 
relation to human rights and the 
respective roles of civil society 
and a professional military in a 
democracy.

6.3.8. Members of the Defence 
Forces are encouraged to join 
international peacekeeping 
operations under the mandate 
of the United Nations in order to 
increase experience of international 
best practice.

6.3.9. The Defence Forces not 
conduct joint training exercises 
with armed forces that have a 
known and proven poor human 
rights record and that, if this is in 
question, the National Parliament 
decide on the appropriateness of 
such training. 

6.4 Other security agencies

In addition to the armed forces 
and the police, a plethora of 
community-based security groups 

and networks emerged on both 
sides during the conflict period. 
Those on the Indonesian side in 
particular were part of the doctrine 
of “total people’s defence” and 
as such were sanctioned and 
armed by the state and were 
responsible for an array of human 
rights violations committed with 
impunity. 

To ensure these developments 
do not recur in Timor-Leste to 
the detriment of human rights, 
the National Parliament must 
take responsibility for the ultimate 
oversight of security issues and 
policy. 

The Commission recommends 
that:

6.4.1. State security bodies such 
as intelligence gathering agencies 
are strictly regulated by law, 
monitored and held accountable 
for their actions when these exceed 
their legal mandate.

6.4.2. Officers in such security 
agencies participate in training 
about the role of these agencies 
in a democratic country and also 
receive human rights training.

6.4.3. State intelligence and 
security agencies are coordinated 
and subject to parliamentary 
oversight.

6.4.4. Legislation is enacted by 
National Parliament regarding non-
state security agencies which, inter 
alia, requires that private security 
companies receive compulsory 
training by the Police Service and 
in human rights and that all such 
agencies are registered.
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7. JUSTICE AND TRUTH

“Because of what took place on 20 August 1982 many of our people died, women were raped, became 
widows, children became orphans, many became impoverished, many are still traumatised...Do you think by 
taking statements from the people we can resolve [our problems] and heal our wounded hearts? Do you think 
by bringing people who committed crimes to the courts we can heal our wounded hearts?” 

- Letter from the people of Mauchiga (Hatu Builico, Ainaro), 31 May 2003

The Commission has listened to the voices of victims of serious violations of human rights from all districts 
of Timor-Leste. In recording nearly 8,000 individual statements, and listening to testimony in hearings at 
national, sub-district and village level, the Commission has sought to understand better the demands of the 
people for justice for past crimes. The Commission understands that the demands and needs of any two 
victims may not be the same, and that any single solution is unlikely to meet all the needs of all victims. 
From its relationship with victims of serious violations across the country, the Commission concludes that the 
demand for justice and accountability remains a fundamental issue in the lives of many East Timorese people 
and a potential obstacle to building a democratic society based upon respect for the rule of law and authentic 
reconciliation between individuals, families, communities and nations.

The Commission has completed its mandate to establish the truth of past human rights violations. The 
ability of the Commission to do this was based on its good faith with victims of human rights violations and 
by respecting their dignity and their right to demand justice for the crimes committed against them. The 
Commission considers that truth is a fundamental basis for pursuing justice and building new relationships 
founded on honesty and mutual respect. In addition to justice measures, the Commission believes it is 
important that the truth established in its Final Report be widely available to the people of Timor-Leste for 
generations to come, and for the governments and general public of nations who have an involvement in the 
story of Timor-Leste. Preservation, dissemination and development of educational materials are all important 
aspects to be followed up to secure the legacy of the CAVR and to honour the trust that the people of Timor-
Leste placed in the Commission.

7.1 Justice for past atrocities

The findings of this Report show that the human rights violations which occurred in Timor-Leste were 
spread across most of the 25-year period from 1974-1999. The international community demonstrated its 
horror at the crimes committed in 1999, when the world witnessed systematic atrocities compounded by the 
failure of the Indonesian authorities to honour their agreements to guarantee security. An additional factor 
in the international outrage was the killing of UN personnel during the violence surrounding the Popular 
Consultation.

Egregious as they were, however, the crimes committed in 1999 were far outweighed by those committed 
during the previous 24 years of occupation and cannot be properly understood or addressed without 
acknowledging the truth of the long conflict. The Commission was established during the same period as the 
Serious Crimes Unit and the Special Panels for Serious Crimes, as part of the fight against impunity and the 
struggle to achieve genuine reconciliation. 

The Commission acknowledges the difficulties faced by the international community and the governments 
involved as they continue to seek resolution to the issue of serious crimes of 1999. The Commission notes 
that, in this process, the international community has paid little or no attention to the issue of justice for the 
grave crimes committed in Timor-Leste throughout the 23 years prior to the 1999 atrocities. Now that the 
Commission has reported on the truth of these atrocities, it is its mandated duty to draw the appropriate 
conclusions based on concerns of international law and not on political considerations. The findings of the 
Commission indicate that there have been no adequate justice measures for the crimes against humanity 
committed in Timor-Leste throughout the 25-year mandate period. Based on its mandate founded on respect 
for international law, the Commission concludes that justice for past crimes must encompass the violations 
committed throughout the 25-year period of its mandate. 

The legacy of this lack of justice for years of human rights violations is manifold. For both Timor-Leste and 
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Indonesia the result is that impunity has become entrenched. Those who planned, ordered, committed and 
are responsible for the most serious human rights violations have not been brought to account, and in many 
cases have seen their military and civil careers flourish as a result of their activities. Respect for the rule 
of law and the organs of the state responsible for its administration, a fundamental pillar of the democratic 
transition in Indonesia and nation building in Timor-Leste, will always be extremely fragile in this context.

The conflicts in Timor-Leste were of an internal nature during the confrontation of August-September 1975, 
while Timor was still a non-self governing territory under Portuguese authority. When Indonesian forces 
invaded Timor-Leste, from October 1975, the conflict was internationalised. Independently of the nature of 
the conflict, however, the crimes committed over this long period reached on many occasions the threshold 
of extreme conduct that invokes the responsibility of the international community.

In addition to the nature of the crimes, serious immediate circumstances invoke the responsibility of the 
international community. The Commission is persuaded that our nascent and still fragile State cannot be 
expected to bear the brunt of pursuing the daunting task of justice on its own. It is further concerned that 
the State of Indonesia has never shown a genuine will to bring to book the perpetrators, not just for the 
crimes committed for 1999, but for any of the crimes committed during the long occupation. Therefore the 
Commission believes that the definitive approach to achieve justice for the crimes committed in Timor-Leste 
should hinge critically on the commitment of the international community, in particular the United Nations. 
They should provide unqualified support for strong institutions of justice, able to act independently of the 
political situation within and outside Timor-Leste.

The Commission is aware that any formula for the solution to impunity for the crimes committed in 24 years of 
conflict and occupation will be complex and difficult to achieve. However, a few elements should be identified. 
Any formula to seek justice for the victims should be based on respect for international law and guarantees of 
due process. Equally, any design for justice should have the practical support not just of the United Nations as 
such but of individual countries, ready to help the process in different ways. Finally, any response to impunity 
should face the challenge of how to ensure that the major perpetrators are accountable in spite of the current 
protection they enjoy.

The Commission is aware that by the time this report is published, the international Commission of Experts 
appointed by the Secretary-General of the United Nations to review the process of justice for 1999 will have 
issued its recommendations. Therefore, while we will express ideas for the cases of 1999 we will include 
recommendations on the crimes committed before 1999 that have received, regrettably, far less attention.

The Commission recommends 
that:

7.1.1. The Serious Crimes Unit 
and Special Panels in Timor-Leste 
have their respective mandates 
renewed by the United Nations 
and their resources increased 
in order to be able to continue to 
investigate and try cases from 
throughout the period 1975-1999.

7.1.2. The renewal of the         
mandate should be based on 
the conditions on which these 
institutions were originally 
established – that is, directly 
depending on the UN and not 
on the nascent national judicial 
system in Timor-Leste which is not 
prepared to deal with the technical 

Aileu, Maubisse and Same in 
December and January 1976.

• The reported massacre of 
civilians in Kooleu Village in 
Lautém District by Fretilin-linked 
perpetrators in January 1976.

• The executions of Fretilin 
members and associates by 
Fretilin members and associates 
during party divisions in 1976, 
and especially 1977.

• The massacres of civilians in 
Dili on the day of the full-scale 
Indonesian military invasion, 7 
December 1975, and killings on 
following days.

• The Indonesian military 
encirclement and annihilation 
campaigns of 1977-79.

• The massacres of civilians by 

and political challenges of the 
cases.

7.1.3. In relation to the crimes 
committed before 1999, the 
work of the Serious Crimes 
Unit includes investigation and 
preparation for prosecution of 
the following historical cases and 
periods, which the Commission 
concludes are exemplary and of 
critical importance in terms of the 
scale and nature of the human 
rights violations which occurred:

• The execution of Fretilin-linked 
youth in Manufahi on or around 
28 August 1975 by UDT-linked 
perpetrators.

• The executions of UDT and 
Apodeti-linked prisoners by 
Fretilin-linked perpetrators in 
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Indonesian security forces which 
occurred in and around Kraras 
Village, Viqueque District, from 
1983.

• The policy and practice of 
removing civilians to be held in 
captivity on the island of Ataúro 
from the early 1980s.

• The Santa  Cruz  Massacre 
of 12 November  1991, and 
subsequent detention, torture 
and reported killings.

7.1.4. The renewed Serious 
Crimes Unit prepares indictments 
for these cases and that the Special 
Panels, after appropriate review, 
issue warrants for the arrest of 
those responsible, seeking transfer 
to their authority. 

7.1.5. Those institutions of the 
Indonesian Armed Forces and 
those in positions of command 
responsibility named in the Part 8: 
Responsibility and Accountability 
of this Report, for crimes other 
than those in the above list, 
should be the subject of focused 
investigation and prosecution by 
Indonesian authorities.

7.1.6. The list of alleged 
perpetrators submitted to the 
President of Timor-Leste by the 
Commission be referred to the 
Office of the General Prosecutor for 
further investigation and action. 

7.1.7. A regime of preservation 
and management be established 
by the United Nations for all 
evidence gathered by the Serious 
Crimes Unit to enable this material 
to be used for prosecutions as 
required and that ongoing technical 
and financial support be provided 
for this purpose by the United 
Nations. 

7.1.8. All evidence gathered by 
the CAVR, Indonesia’s Komnas 
HAM and Ad Hoc Human Rights 
Court on East Timor and others be 
preserved in a proper manner to 
enable this material to be used for 
prosecutions as required.

7.1.9. The international com-
munity urges and supports 
Indonesia to declassify information 
held by the Indonesian security 
forces so that it is available for 
judicial processes. 

7.1.10. A proper system of pro-
tection for victims and witnesses 
be put in place as part of the justice 
process both for crimes committed 
in 1999 and crimes committed in 
the preceding years.

7.1.11. Indonesia, in an authentic 
spirit of reconciliation and with 
the aim of strengthening its 
own nascent democracy, be 
encouraged to contribute to the 
achievement of justice by (a) 
transferring those indicted who 
reside in Indonesia to the renewed 
Panels, and (b) strengthening the 
independence and efficiency of 
its judicial system in order to be 
able to genuinely pursue justice 
and revert the record of impunity 
that regrettably has been the norm 
regarding the crimes committed in 
Timor-Leste.

7.1.12. The international commun-
ity demonstrates its commitment 
to justice and the Serious Crimes 
process by, inter alia: 

• ensuring that their law 
enforcement authorities are 
enabled to transfer those 
indicted to the Serious Crimes 
regime established by the UN, to 
try those indicted themselves or 
to extradite them to a jurisdiction 
genuinely interested in trying 
them

• ensuring that persons 
responsible for the crimes 
described in this report are not 
allowed to continue profitable 
careers regardless of their 
crimes

• establishing a special board of 
investigation under the auspices 
of the United Nations to establish 
the extent, nature and location 
of assets held by those indicted 
for crimes against humanity in 
Timor-Leste

• freezing the assets of all those 
indicted for crimes against 
humanity in Timor-Leste, subject 
to national and international laws 
and pending hearing of cases 
before the relevant tribunal

• placing travel bans on those 
indicted for crimes against 
humanity in Timor-Leste

•  linking international aid 
and cooperation to specific 
steps by Indonesia towards 
accountability, such as 
cooperation with the Serious 
Crimes process, the vetting of 
perpetrators who continue their 
careers in the public sector, and 
the scrutinising of Indonesian 
members of peacekeeping 
missions and training courses to 
ensure that alleged perpetrators 
of violations are not included. 

7.2 International tribunal

The Commission recommends 
that:

7.2.1. The United Nations and 
its relevant organs, in particular 
the Security Council, remains 
seized of the matter of justice for 
crimes against humanity in Timor-
Leste for as long as necessary, 
and be prepared to institute an 
International Tribunal pursuant 
to Chapter VII of the UN Charter 
should other measures be deemed 
to have failed to deliver a sufficient 
measure of justice and Indonesia 
persists in the obstruction of 
justice.

7.3 Commission of Truth and 
Friendship

As this Report neared completion, 
the Governments of Timor-Leste 
and Indonesia announced the 
establishment of a Commission 
for Truth and Friendship (CTF), a 
bilateral truth-seeking mechanism 
to review the crimes of 1999.

The CAVR believes that nothing 
should compromise the rights of 
victims to justice and redress. 
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Accordingly it considers that any 
additional truth-seeking measure 
related to the crimes committed 
in 1999 should be undertaken 
in good faith and with a view to 
strengthening, not weakening, 
the chances of criminal justice. 
Similarly, although the CAVR 
recognises that its investigation 
still leaves aspects for further 
research, it believes that its work 
and the work of the Serious 
Crimes Unit should be respected 
and protected from denial. Any 
additional truth-seeking should be 
complementary, not opposite to the 
work that has been conducted. 

The Commission recommends that 
the Governments and Parliaments 
of Indonesia and Timor-Leste:

7.3.1. Guarantee that the 
Commission for Truth and 
Friendship is permitted to 
act independently, impartially 
and objectively and to make 
recommendations as it sees fit, 
including the possibility of further 
criminal trials and a policy of 
reparations to victims.

7.3.2. Require that the names of 
alleged perpetrators be cleared 
by the Commission on Truth and 
Friendship only if this is based on 
judicial due process consistent 
with international standards. 

7.3.3. Require that the 
Commission on Truth and 
Friendship fully respects the rules 
governing access to information 
which has been given under 
promise of confidentiality to 
previous institutions, such as 
the CAVR or the Serious Crimes 
bodies, in order to safeguard 
the well-being of victims and 
witnesses.

7.4 Dissemination of the   
Final Report in Timor-Leste

The Final Report of the Commission 
is a document of national impor-
tance for Timor-Leste and 
of international significance. 

Recommendations for its 
international dissemination can be 
found in Part 1 Timor-Leste and the 
International Community (above). 
Though it has been produced to 
meet the statutory obligations of 
the Commission, the Report will 
have lasting significance for future 
generations of East Timorese 
and should therefore be widely 
accessible. 

The Commission recommends 
that:

7.4.1. The Final Report be 
translated into the Tetum language 
and widely distributed in Timor-
Leste so that current and future 
generations have access to its 
contents.

7.4.2. The Ministry of Education 
in the Government of Timor-
Leste works with the post-CAVR 
institution to utilise the Final 
Report and other Commission 
materials in the development of 
curricula and other educational 
resources related to human 
rights, reconciliation, history, law, 
gender studies and other relevant 
disciplines.

7.4.3. The Government of Timor-
Leste and international donor 
partners support the reproduction 
of the Final Report and related 
materials to enable this continuing 
education programme.

7.5 Archives of the CAVR

The Commission has preserved 
and organised its archives in 
accordance with its statutory 
obligations pursuant to Regulation 
10/2001. The archives are a unique 
part of Timor-Leste’s national 
heritage and comprise thousands 
of multi-media records that have 
been entrusted to the Commission 
by individuals, families and 
communities across the country as 
well as national and international 
organisations and governments. 
In many instances the opportunity 
to gather this information and 

material will never come again. 
This archive forms the basis of 
what should be a continuing effort 
to gather, restore, and make 
available important historical 
materials for further reference, 
research and use. Continued 
national and international support 
will be needed to ensure the 
preservation of the collection and 
its development into a first class 
depository. 

The Commission recommends 
that:

7.5.1. The National Parliament 
of Timor-Leste adopts legislation 
regulating the preservation, 
organisation and use of national 
archives.

7.5.2. The archives of the 
Commission be maintained at 
the site of the former Balide 
Comarca and be administered 
as part of the official national 
archives in accordance with 
the access policy decided by 
the CAVR Commissioners until 
national legislative provisions are 
determined.

7.5.3. The archives form an 
integrated part of an active human 
rights centre to be developed 
in the former Balide Comarca 
whose overall purpose will be to 
remember, honour and learn from 
Timor-Leste’s recent human rights 
history.

7.5.4. Financial support is 
provided by the Government for the 
maintenance and development of 
this centre and ongoing programme 
of research and education.

7.5.5. The Government of 
Indonesia be asked to return to 
the former Balide Comarca any 
documents it has in its possession 
relating to the administration of the 
prison between 1975 and 1999 so 
that these can be added to the 
existing archives.

7.5.6. The Government of  
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Portugal be asked to return to 
the former Balide Comarca any 
documents it has in its possession 
relating to the building and 
administration of the prison prior 
to 1975. 

8. RECONCILIATION

“Cry of a child of the nation* 

At that moment a whisper, melodious

Seconds to the announcement of the Timor Lorosae’s independence

But why are the children still scattered in all directions?

Lorosae

20 May is your first day of independence

A day when you feel happiness incomparable

A day when you hear your children clapping, laughing, embracing

But why, among them, are there faces of sadness

You can hear their lament and suffering

Do you not feel that there is something missing, something lost, Lorosae?”

*This poem was written and read by Edy M. Parada, a child from Viqueque who lives in the refugee camp of Naibonat, 
West Timor and was shown on video during the CAVR Public Hearing on Children and Conflict, 29-30 March 2004.

Throughout its mandate, the Commission was painfully aware of the divisions among our people. At the 
time of writing these recommendations, it is estimated that many thousands of East Timorese are still living 
in Indonesia, mostly in West Timor, and that most of these have opted for Indonesian citizenship. Some 
are living in refugee camps, others have built a new life in self-exile. These divisions are not only between 
East Timorese living in Timor-Leste and Indonesia, but also exist within our own communities in the newly 
independent Timor-Leste. Although some of these differences are caused by new tensions and new problems, 
often the roots of conflict can be traced back to old divisions of the past.

The Commission addressed these splits through a multi-leveled approach. At the national leadership level, 
party leaders were asked to publicly explain what took place during the civil war of 1975. The 4-day CAVR 
National Public Hearing on the Internal Political Conflict of 1974-76 in December 2003 was a landmark in the 
history of East Timorese political life, and an important time for all East Timorese people to better understand 
the events of this tragic period and listen to leaders taking responsibility.

At grassroots-level, the Commission facilitated a mediation process where perpetrators who committed 
lesser crimes and did harm to their communities voluntarily and publicly admitted their wrong-doing so that 
they could be reconciled with their communities. More than 1,400 perpetrators took part in this process and 
successfully completed the community reconciliation process. 

The Commission believes that to be effective a process of reconciliation in Timor-Leste must engage 
individuals, families and community groups from all sides of the political conflicts, reach to the highest levels 
of the national leadership, and continue for many years to come.

8.1 Reconciliation in the general community 

Violence occurred at the community level throughout the period 1974-1999. The violence of the civil war 
which started in Dili in 1975 quickly spread to other communities, pitting neighbours and even family members 
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against each other. The Indonesian military created extensive intelligence and paramilitary organisations 
whose members were involved in violations of human rights against people in their communities. In late 1998 
and 1999, the activities of militia groups formed by the TNI further terrorised and divided communities.
From our Community Reconciliation Process (CRP) programme, it is clear that there is a continuing need to 
assist communities to come to terms with the divisions caused through the long years of political conflict. The 
Commission commends village communities for the way in which they adapted the Community Reconciliation 
Process to their local situations. The Commission also commends the courage of those who spoke honestly 
and openly abut the harm they had done to individuals and communities and sought to become accepted 
as full members of their communities once again. And the Commission extends its highest respect to those 
who had been wronged and yet found it in their hearts to accept back into the full life of the community those 
who had done the harm. The Commission also pays special respect to the traditional leaders who gave their 
unique support and authority to these processes.

From these experiences with communities, the Commission knows that reconciliation is not a simple or 
immediate matter. It cannot be achieved in just one step, or a single procedure, and people cannot be obliged 
to reconcile according to the wishes of an institution or a state. But it is also clear that communities, victims 
and those who have harmed their communities are often open to assistance to help them come together to 
resolve past problems for the sake of a peaceful future. The Commission also believes that there is more 
work to do to secure the peace achieved by communities across the country since the end of the conflict.

The Commission recommends 
that:

8.1.1. The Government of Timor-
Leste establishes a community-
focussed mechanism for conflict 
prevention and resolution, based 
on the lessons learned from the 
CAVR community reconciliation 
process, that this mechanism be 
mandated by legislation, and be 
conducted by an independent 
national institution that works in 
cooperation with the judiciary, 
police and local authorities. 

8.1.2. The basic principle of 
this mechanism will be to assist 
communities to resolve local 
conflicts or problems within a 
framework which is consistent 
with the rule of law and respect for 
human rights, including equality 
between women and men, but also 
respectful of traditional processes 
and the diversity of cultures in 
Timor-Leste.

8.1.3. This mechanism has a 
clear focus on the capacity building 
of local community facilitators of 
conflict prevention and resolution 
and on helping young people build 
a culture and capacity to resolve 
conflict peacefully.

8.1.4. This mechanism be 
mandated to address both past 

causes of the political conflict 
in Timor-Leste and the violence 
committed by East Timorese and 
the Indonesian armed forces. It 
listened to victims of violence from 
all sides, and interviewed political 
leaders from all points of view, 
including conducting interviews 
in Indonesia. The Commission 
believes that the deep divisions in 
our society from 25 years of conflict, 
and the violence which entered 
East Timorese political life in 
1975, remain a potential stumbling 
block to the development of a 
sustainable culture of democracy 
and peace in Timor-Leste. 

Violence and intimidation have 
no place in political life in Timor-
Leste – the cost is too great. The 
Commission was encouraged by 
the humility of political leaders 
who testified at the National 
Public Hearing on the Internal 
Political Conflict of 1974-76, and 
the positive community response 
to their openness. However more 
needs to be done to heal the 
deep hurt from this period and to 
consolidate the development of 
pluralistic and peaceful political life 
in Timor-Leste.

The Commission recommends 
that:

9.1. All political parties ensure 

political conflicts in Timor-Leste 
and contemporary challenges 
to the peace and stability of 
communities.

8.1.5. The post-CAVR institution 
recommended elsewhere in 
this Report be requested to 
convene consultations with the 
Government and community on 
this proposal and to submit draft 
terms of reference to the National 
Parliament.

8.1.6. The Prosecutor General 
decides within three months of 
the release of this Report what 
action he will take in relation to the 
85 cases of pending Community 
Reconciliation Processes held by 
his Office, recognising that these 
deponents sought the assistance 
of the Commission in good faith, 
and that he communicates his 
decision on each case to each 
deponent and his community 
individually.

9. RECONCILIATION IN 
THE EAST TIMORESE 
POLITICAL COMMU-
NITY

The Commission worked to 
understand the underlying 
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that the universal principles of 
human rights enshrined in the 
Constitution of Timor-Leste are 
fully respected in their policies and 
practices.

9.2. All political parties respect 
the neutral role of the Police 
Service, Defence Forces and 
other state security bodies and 
include a commitment to respect 
this principle of neutrality in their 
party policies.

9.3. All political parties make a 
public commitment to conduct their 
political activities in a peaceful and 
non-threatening manner and to 
take strong disciplinary measures 
against any party member who 
advocates or uses the media to 
ferment aggression or fear in the 
community.

9.4. All political parties make a 
public commitment that they will 
never mobilise youth groups for 
political purposes other than in 
peaceful and lawful ways.

9.5. The five historical political 
parties – Apodeti, ASDT/Fretilin, 
KOTA, Trabalhista, and UDT 
– institute processes, where 
necessary, to address human 
rights violations committed in the 
past by their members or those 
linked to them, and undertake to 
work for the implementation of the 
recommendations in this Report, 
in particular those directed at 
permanently removing the threat 
of violence from political life in 
Timor-Leste.

9.6. The former pro-autonomy 
political groups still in existence 
in Indonesia undertake to work 
for the implementation of the 
recommendations in this Report, 
in particular those directed at 
permanently removing the threat 
of violence from political life in 
Timor-Leste.

9.7. Civic education 
programmes make use of the 
material in this Report to impress 

on the community the importance 
of non-violence and the appalling 
cost of political violence.

9.8. The President undertakes 
new initiatives to foster political, 
social and cultural 

dialogue between East Timorese 
in Indonesia and Timor-Leste, 
and that this initiative seeks the 
involvement of political leaders 
from all backgrounds and the 
support of the Government of 
Indonesia.

10. RECONCILIATION 
WITH INDONESIA

Timor-Leste and Indonesia have 
demonstrated since 1999 that they 
want to build a new relationship. 
The Commission commends this 
forward-looking and generous 
attitude. The Commission believes 
that for this new friendship to flourish 
the principles of acknowledging the 
truth of the past, accountability for 
violence, and a spirit of generosity 
in assisting those who have been 
harmed by that violence, are vital. 
During its extensive work in the 
community, especially with victims 
of serious violations perpetrated 
by Indonesian soldiers, the 
Commission was struck by the 
generosity of those victims toward 
Indonesia. Communities in all 
parts of the country have made 
clear to the Commission their 
need to see justice done for the 
serious crimes committed during 
the conflict. However this call for 
justice has rarely been made in 
a vengeful or hateful way, nor 
generalised against Indonesia 
or the Indonesian people. 
Accountability on the part of those 
responsible and the competent 
authorities will open the way for a 
deeper new relationship based on 
genuine reconciliation.

The Commission recommends:

Truth as the basis for the 

relationship.

10.1. That the Government of 
Indonesia formally acknowledges 
receipt of this Report and tables it 
in the Indonesian Parliament. 

10.2. That, in order to foster 
a spirit of reconciliation, the 
Government of Indonesia sends 
a senior delegation to Timor-Leste 
to acknowledge the violations 
committed by its representatives 
during the occupation and to 
apologise to the victims and families 
of victims for these violations.

10.3. That the Government 
of Indonesia undertakes a 
revision of official accounts and 
education materials relating to 
Indonesia’s presence in Timor-
Leste to ensure that these give the 
Indonesian people an accurate 
and comprehensive account of the 
period 1974 to 1999, including the 
UN conduct of the 1999 Popular 
Consultation, and contribute to 
reconciliation.

10.4. That Indonesia and Timor-
Leste continue to develop ways 
of deepening people-to-people 
relations and cooperation in social, 
cultural, economic and political 
life.

Recognising Indonesian mili-
tary  casualties and assisting 
Indonesian families

10.5. That the Governments 
of Indonesia and Timor-Leste 
continue to cooperate in the 
maintainence of Indonesian war 
cemeteries in Timor-Leste.

10.6. That the Governments 
of Indonesia and Timor-Leste 
cooperate to provide information 
to Indonesian and East Timorese 
families who do not know the full 
circumstances of the death and/
or whereabouts of the remains 
of family members who were 
members of the Indonesian armed 
forces in Timor-Leste.
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10.7. That the Governments 
of Indonesia and Timor-Leste 
cooperate to assist Indonesian 
families to visit Timor-Leste to pay 
their respects to their dead and/or 
to repatriate the remains of loved 
ones to Indonesia.

Making available full docu-
mentation of military operations 
resulting in human rights 
violations of civilians

10.8. That the Government of 
Indonesia makes available to 
the Government of Timor-Leste 
and the international community 
records of military operations that 
resulted in civilian deaths and 
injuries and damage to property, 
including:

• Operation Seroja and the 
massacres of civilians in Dili on 
7 December 1975 and killings 
on following days

• the military encirclement and 
annihilation campaigns of 1977-
1979

• the Mauchiga offensive of 
1982 in the district of Ainaro; 
the massacres of civilians in 
Kraras in 1983 in the district of 
Viqueque

• the removal of civilians to the 
island of Ataúro from the early 
1980s

• the Santa Cruz Massacre in 
Dili of 12 November 1991 and 
subsequent reported killings 
and disappearances.

10.9. That the Government of 
Indonesia makes the following 
information available to the 
Government of Timor-Leste and 
the international community:

• the names and details of all 
ABRI/TNI personnel of East 
Timorese origin killed in Timor-
Leste between 1975 and 1999

• the names and details of all East 
Timorese children removed from 
Timor-Leste by the Government 
of Indonesia, military or related 
personnel or institutions 
between 1975 and 1999

• the names and details of all 
political prisoners who died 
in custody between 1975 and 
1999

• all Indonesian military units which 
served in Timor-Leste between 
1975 and1999, including names 
of commanding officers

• the formation and funding of East 
Timorese para-military groups 
by the Indonesian military and/
or other state agencies between 
1974 and1999

• all military and civilian 
intelligence records on Timor-
Leste from 1974-1999

• all weapons, military equipment 
and material purchases or 
donations from governments 
and companies between 1975 
and 1999 that were used in 
Timor-Leste during this period.

10.10. That the Government of 
Indonesia makes available to 
the Government of Timor-Leste 
and the international community 
records relating to the involvement 
of the Indonesian administration 
and military in the operations of 
1999 which resulted in killings and 
the displacement of more than 
half the population of Timor-Leste, 
including: 

• Liquiça Church Massacre (6 
April 1999)

• Cailaco (Bobonaro) killings (12 
April 1999)

• massacre at Manuel 
Carrascalão’s Dili residence in 
Dili (17 April 1999)

• killing of two students at Hera, 
Dili (20 May 1999)

• Suai Church Massacre (6 
September 1999)

• Maliana Police Station Massacre 
(8 September 1999)

• Murder of church personnel and 
the journalist accompanying 
them in Lautém (25 September 
1999)

• Massacres in Passabe 
and Maquelab in Oecusse 
(September-October 1999)

• Massacres in Nitibe in Oecusse 
(October 1999). 

10.11. That the Government of 
Indonesia cooperates fully with 
any future international or East 
Timorese initiatives established 
to address justice for violations of 
human rights committed in Timor-
Leste between 1974 and 1999.

Peace and stability

10.12. That the Government of 
Indonesia continues to make clear 
its respect for the independence 
and sovereignty of Timor-Leste 
and takes action against any 
individuals or organisations in 
Indonesia who undertake illegal 
activities aimed at destabilising 
Timor-Leste.

Clearing the names of those 
wrongly accused.

10.13. The Government of 
Indonesia expunges the criminal 
record of all East Timorese 
political prisoners tried and found 
guilty of crimes associated with 
the peaceful expression of their 
political beliefs during the period 
of the conflict.

10.14. The Government of 
Indonesia destroys all intelligence 
files maintained on East Timorese 
people relating to the period 1974-
1999.

10.15. The Government of 
Indonesia expunges from 
Department of Immigration ”black 
lists” the names of East Timorese 
and non-East Timorese human 
rights activists and instructs all 
relevant intelligence agencies and 
government offices to remove 
these names from lists and files.

Reparations

10.16. The Government of 
Indonesia makes financial 
contributions to the reparations 
trust fund recommended elsewhere 
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in this Report.

10.17. Indonesian business 
companies which profited from 
war and related activities in 
Timor-Leste between 1974 and 
1999 make financial contributions 
to the reparations trust fund 
recommended elsewhere in this 
Report.

11. ACOLHIMENTO 
(RECEPTION)

The 25 year period covered by 
the Commission mandate saw 
East Timorese people flee the 
country for reasons of personal 
security, political beliefs, or 
because they were forced to 
leave. Many thousands who fled 
in 1999 remain in Indonesian 
West Timor and other parts of 
Indonesia. Thousands more who 
fled Timor-Leste in 1975 and later, 
live in Portugal and Australia, 
and smaller numbers are spread 
across the world. East Timorese 
children taken to Indonesia during 
the war continue to be separated 
from their families. 

The creation of a climate of 
welcome or acolhimento for East 
Timorese who wish to visit or return 
to Timor-Leste should be a national 
priority. This will strengthen the 
inclusive, democratic nature of 
our society and add to its capacity 
and security in important ways. 
Where East Timorese people have 
been involved in human rights 
violations, due process should 
apply consistent with official 
commitments to build a society 
based on accountability, rule of 
law and human rights.

The Commission recommends 
that:

11.1.1. There are ongoing 
initiatives to promote contact and 
goodwill between East Timorese 
in Timor-Leste and East Timorese 
in Indonesia, particularly West 

Timor, with an emphasis on 
social, cultural and educational 
exchanges for children and youth, 
and that community leaders, the 
Catholic Church and other faith 
communities, Indonesian NGOs 
and the Government of Indonesia 
be requested to assist this 
process.

11.1.2. Ways of nurturing Timor-
Leste’s relationship with East 
Timorese who are living abroad 
or who have taken citizenship in 
other countries are developed 
so that overseas East Timorese 
people are encouraged to retain 
their family, cultural and other links 
with the country of their origin and 
to contribute to the interests of 
Timor-Leste through their activities 
and connections abroad. 

11.2 Separated children

Many East Timorese children 
were separated from their families 
during the Indonesian occupation 
of Timor-Leste, including some 
4,500 in 1999. Many in the pre-
1999 category are now adults and 
include some who are looking for 
their families but may not know 
where they come from. Most of 
those who became separated 
from their families during the 
violence of 1999 have either been 
reunited with their families or have 
continued to stay with caretakers. 
Responsibility for this category rests 
with the Governments of Indonesia 
and Timor-Leste following the 
signing in December 2004 of a 
“Memorandum of Understanding 
Concerning Cooperation to 
Protect the Rights of Separated 
and Refugee Children”, facilitated 
by UNHCR.

The Commission recommends 
that:

11.2.1. The implementation of 
the 2004 MOU between the 
Governments of Timor-Leste 
and the Indonesia be monitored 
by NGOs in both countries to 
ensure that the rights of separated 

children, particularly any whose 
cases have not been resolved and 
those in the custody of caregivers, 
are protected – including their right 
to unhindered access to identify 
and nationality procedures.

11.2.2. The Governments of Timor-
Leste and Indonesia ensure that 
regular and free communication is 
maintained between the child and 
parents while the child remains 
with the caretaker or with an 
institution and that separated 
children are able to make informed 
decisions about their future free of 
intimidation or fear.

11.2.3. Assistance be provided, 
particularly for those in remote, 
poor areas, so that parents and 
adult separated children can trace 
each other, communicate and 
meet. 

12. REPARATIONS 

“Because of the war I was used like 
a horse by the Indonesian soldiers 
who took me in turns and made 
me bear so many children. But 
now I no longer have the strength 
to push my children towards a 
better future.”   - Victim, Uatulari, 
September 2003

12.1 Introduction

The Commission urges the 
Government of Timor-Leste 
to implement a programme of 
reparations for the most vulnerable 
victims of human rights violations. 

All East Timorese people have 
been touched and victimised by 
the conflict in one way or another. 
However, in the course of its 
contact with many communities 
the Commission became acutely 
aware of those among us who still 
suffer daily from the consequences 
of the conflict and whose children 
will inherit the disadvantages their 
parents face as a consequence 
of their victimisation. They include 
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those who live in extreme poverty, 
are disabled, or, who - due to 
misunderstandings - are shunned 
or discriminated against by their 
communities. We are all victims 
but not all victims are equal. We 
must acknowledge this reality and 
lend a hand to those who are most 
vulnerable.

The Commission believes that 
this recommendation is consistent 
with:

• The Constitution of Timor-Leste 
which states that “the State 
shall ensure special protection 
to the war-disabled, orphans, 
and other dependents of those 
who dedicated their lives to 
the struggle for independence 
and national sovereignty, and 
shall protect all those who 
participated in the resistance 
against the foreign occupation” 
[Section 11].

• The mandate of the Commission 
which requires it to assist in 
restoring the human dignity of 
victims, to promote reconciliation 
[Regulation 2001/10, Section 
3.1(f) and (g)] and also to make 
“recommendations concerning 
reforms and other measures 
whether legal, political or 
administrative which could be 
taken to achieve the objectives 
of the Commission, to prevent 
the repetition of human rights 
violations and to respond to the 
needs of victims of human rights 
violations” [Regulation 2001/10, 
Section 21.2].

• East Timorese tradition, 
according to which a person 
who experienced a wrong-
doing has the right to receive 
some measures to correct the 
offence.

• International human rights law,  
according to which victims of 
human rights violations have 
the right to seek redress.

A reparations programme will 
ensure that:

• The most vulnerable victims, 
who are often on the margins 

of their communities, will gain 
access to basic services and 
opportunities provided to the 
general community.

• A form of justice is delivered 
which directly benefi ts the 
victim and will contribute to 
healing, national reconciliation 
and a further reduction in the 
possibility of violence. 

• The most vulnerable victims of 
past atrocities will be afforded 
recognition and the means to 
enjoy their fundamental rights 
and fulfi l their potential on an 
equal footing with other citizens 
of Timor-Leste. 

12.2 What are reparations?

During the course of its work, the 
Commission defi ned reparations 
as measures to repair damages 
suffered by victims of human rights 
abuses, including rehabilitation, 
restitution, compensation, 
recognition of a truthful account of 
what happened, and guarantee of 
non-repetition of these violations. 
Reparations can take shape as 
measures directed to individuals or, 
collectively, to groups of victims.

The Commission places  
reparations in a human rights 
framework which includes three 
essential components which cannot 
be substituted for each other: truth, 
justice and reparations.

12.3 Legal and moral 
foundations for reparations

In its inquiry into past human 
rights violations the Commission 
listened to victims of violations 
from all districts of the country, 
who suffered at the hands of all 
sides to the confl icts. Life has 
been terribly altered for many 
victims who survived violations. 
The thousands of dead due to 
human rights violations left behind 
families. Many families continue 
to look for loved ones who have 
disappeared. There are thousands 
of survivors of rape, torture and 

other gross human rights violations 
who still suffer consequences of 
these violations in their everyday 
lives.

As it listened to survivors, in 
hearings and workshops or giving 
statements and interviews, the 
Commission was struck by the 
humble nature of what most 
survivors seek. Overwhelmingly 
they have expressed to the 
Commission that they seek some 
kind of accountability on the part 
of the perpetrators, and simple 
assistance to enable them and 
their children to participate on an 
even footing in the new democratic 
Timor-Leste. For many this 
participation is diffi cult due to the

Some forms of reparations

Compensation which includes 
fair and adequate compensation 
through litigation or mediation. 

Restitution which is the re-
establishment, as far as 
possible, of the situation that 
existed for the benefi ciary prior 
to the violation. 

Rehabilitation which is the 
provision of medical and 
psychological care and the 
fulfi llment of signifi cant personal 
and community needs. 

Restoration of dignity, which 
includes symbolic forms of 
reparation. 

Establishment of the truth which 
may include public confession 
and apology from perpetrators, 
and testimonies on violations 
and their impact from victims 
and their families.

Reassurance of non-repetition 
which is the creation of 
legislative and administrative 
measures that contribute to the 
maintenance of a stable society 
and the prevention of the re-
occurrence of human rights 
violations.
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severe hardships they still suffer 
due to the violations inflicted upon 
them.

As Timor-Leste seeks to establish 
itself as a new democratic nation 
based on the rule of law and respect 
for human rights, there is a deep 
moral obligation to reach out to 
and assist our brothers and sisters 
who are struggling to participate 
in this new life. The values of our 
nation will be measured by our 
actions in this regard, not merely 
by the words of our new laws and 
leaders. 

Furthermore, as a member of 
the United Nations, Timor-Leste 
has committed to uphold, respect 
and enforce human rights and 
humanitarian law standards. This 
includes the principle of ensuring 
appropriate remedies and 
reparations to victims of human 
rights violations, as stipulated in 
the UN Principles and Guidelines 
on the Right to Remedy and 
Reparation for Victims of Violations 
of International Human Rights and 
Humanitarian Law. 

Timor-Leste context 

From its inquiry, the Commission 
has found that all sides of the conflict 
were responsible for committing 
human rights violations. During 
the Commission’s National Public 
Hearing on the Internal Political 
Conflict, leaders of political parties 
bravely and honestly testified about 
the violence during the period 
of the internal armed conflict, 
claiming institutional responsibility 
for some of the crimes of the past 
and their commitment to repair the 
harms inflicted upon victims and 
their families.  This commitment 
is reflected in the Constitution of 
Timor-Leste which obliges the 
state to provide “special protection 
to the war-disabled, orphans, and 
other dependents”.  Following this, 
the State of Timor-Leste has the 
moral and constitutional obligation 
to ensure that victims of past 
human rights violations receive 

measures of reparations. 

However, the highest proportion 
of institutional responsibility for 
human rights violations falls on the 
shoulders of State of Indonesia, 
the occupying force whose agents 
committed most of the gross 
violations. Indonesia has the moral 
and legal responsibility to repair 
the damage caused by its policies 
and state agents. 

Learning from the experience of 
repairing past violations in other 
nations, the struggle to gain 
reparations from an invading nation 
is one that may take time. In the 
meantime, many of the victims can 
no longer wait. Timor-Leste must 
step into the void. The international 
community, who looked the 
other way when atrocities were 
committed, also bears a portion of 
this responsibility.

12.4  The Commission’s 
contribution

“Not one person cared about what 
happened to me. I was alone.” - 
Victim

As a transitional justice  
mechanism, the Commission had 
as its core focus the experience 
and rights of victims of past human 
rights violations. The Commission, 
in implementing its mandate, 
placed victims at the centre of its 
long-term goal of social rebuilding 
and reconciliation. 

The Commission listened to 
thousands of victims and asked 
them what they needed to assist 
in this transformation. This was 
done during hearings at national, 
sub-district and village levels and 
at healing workshops conducted 
with survivors of human rights 
violations from all districts.

A special section in the executive 
body of the Commission was 
established to support victims 
who participated in Commission 
activities. This unit helped 

implement an urgent reparations 
programme to assist vulnerable 
victims with urgent medical and 
other matters. This programme 
identified 712 victims with urgent 
needs who were then helped to 
access services, were provided 
with US$200 each, and in 
some cases, were supported to 
participate in healing workshops 
and public hearings organised by 
the Commission. The Commission, 
in partnership with NGOs, also 
developed a number of pilot 
projects on collective measures 
for urgent reparations in severely 
affected communities (see Part 10: 
Acolhimento and Victim Support).

In all aspects of its work, the 
Commission sought to have a 
reparative effect but the need for 
targeted reparations exceeded the 
Commission’s capacity in the time 
available. Individual victims and 
communities told the Commission 
clearly and repeatedly of the need 
for ongoing healing and work to 
repair damage caused by human 
rights violations.

12.5  Reconciliation

The Commission believes that 
lasting reconciliation cannot be 
achieved without establishing 
the truth, striving for justice, and 
providing reparations to victims. 
Reparations are necessary to 
restore the dignity of victims and 
to repair damaged relationships 
within our society. In East 
Timorese culture, the institution of 
kasu sala – a traditional mediation 
process which establishes who 
has been wronged by whom and 
what compensation should be 
given to the wronged party - sets 
the foundation for community 
reconciliation and peace-building. 
In the same way, acknowledging 
the suffering of victims through 
reparations is a cornerstone to 
lasting reconciliation in a nation 
that has experienced more than 
two decades of violence. 
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12.6 Guiding principles for 
a reparations programme in 
Timor-Leste

The following principles will assist 
in the development of an effective 
reparations programme for the 
most vulnerable victims of human 
rights violations in Timor-Leste:

Feasibility

As a new nation in the early stages 
of development Timor-Leste 
is faced with many competing 
needs. In order to be feasible 
in this context, the reparations 
programme should be selective 
and focus on the most urgent 
needs of the most vulnerable and, 
where possible, provide collective 
responses that are cost-effective 
and inventive.

Accessibility

Care should be taken to ensure 
the programme is accessible to 
victims who are disadvantaged 
not only as a consequence of 
their experience but also by their 
isolation, lack of information and 
means of transport, particularly 
those in remote rural areas.

Empowerment

The programme should empower 
those who have suffered gross 
human rights violations to take 
control over their own lives and 
to free themselves of both the 
practical constraints and the 
psychological and emotional 
feelings of victimhood. The delivery 
of rehabilitation services and other 
reparation measures should use 
a victim-centred and community-
based empowerment approach.

Gender 

The programme should take    
gender differences into account 
because the conflict in Timor-
Leste affected men and women 
differently. Men and women 

experienced not only different 
types of human rights violations 
during the conflict, but also 
different barriers to mitigating the 
impact of these violations. More 
men were targeted as victims of 
detention, torture, killings and 
disappearances than women. 
However, when women became 
victims of detention, torture and 
other violations, they suffered 
disproportionately from sexual 
violence and faced on-going 
discrimination as victims. Women 
also suffered when their husbands, 
sons, fathers, and other members 
of their families experienced 
human rights violations. They 
became the primary carer in their 
family, taking responsibility for the 
sick and wounded, and working 
to feed their children and other 
dependents when other providers 
in the family were detained, 
disappeared, killed or maimed. 
They also became increasingly 
vulnerable to sexual violence when 
the traditional “protector” of the 
family was absent. At least 50% of 
programme resources should be 
directed to female beneficiaries.

Prioritisation based on need

The programme should address 
those most in need of support due 
to past violations. It is not possible 
for a single reparations programme 
to answer all the needs of all those 
who suffered during the conflict in 
Timor-Leste and the programme is 
not intended to take the place of 
long term national development, 
itself the major objective of the 
Timorese state. 

12.7 Reparations programme

The main aim of this reparations 
scheme is to assist vulnerable 
victims of gross human rights 
violations, within the scope of the 
mandate of the Commission, by 
repairing, as far as possible, the 
damage to their lives caused by 
the violations through the delivery 
of social services and symbolic 
and collective measures. 

Rehabilitation 

The rehabilitation of victims should 
include medical and psycho-social 
care. Where this is already being 
provided to the general community 
by the Government and civil 
society, the programme should 
support victims to access these 
services, give service providers 
additional resources to reach 
beneficiaries and ensure quality 
service delivery by monitoring 
and providing feedback to service 
providers.

Collective measures

The programme should also 
ensure that rehabilitation takes 
place in a community context. This 
means that collective measures 
be developed to ensure that 
rehabilitation of victims of human 
rights violations takes place in 
context and together with their 
communities. A special window 
should be developed through which 
communities or groups of victims 
can apply for such assistance. 
These measures should be 
determined in consultation with the 
victims and can take the form of 
symbolic recognition, as described 
below, and/or material support for 
activities or items identified by 
victims together.

Symbolic measures

Symbolic measures, developed 
in consultation with victims, 
might include memorialisation, 
commemoration ceremonies, 
exhumations and reburials or 
marking and honouring of mass 
graves. Symbolic measures 
honour victims of past atrocities, 
strengthen the social commitment 
to oppose repetition of such 
acts, are educative and promote 
reconciliation.

12.8 Objectives
• To identify the most vulnerable 

victims of human rights 
violations committed during the 
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Commission’s mandate period 
and support their rehabilitation.

• To facilitate rehabilitation of 
communities or groups of 
victims most severely affected 
by human rights violations 
during the mandate period.

• To promote recognition and 
respect for victims of human 
rights violations and to preserve 
the memory of past atrocities 
and suffering in order to ensure 
the non-repetition of such acts.

12.9 Benefi ciaries

According to the Commission’s 
mandate “a victim means a person 
who, individually or as part of a 
collective, has suffered harm, 
including physical or mental injury, 
emotional suffering, economic 
loss or substantial impairment 
of his or her rights as a result of 
acts or omissions over which the 
Commission has jurisdiction to 
consider and includes the relatives 
or dependents of persons who 
have individually suffered harm.” 

[Regulation 2001/10, Section 1]

Taking into account the principles 
of feasibility and needs-based 
prioritisation, the Commission 
recommends that the programme 
focus on benefi ting the most 
vulnerable among those who 
continue to suffer the consequences 
of gross human rights violations 
which took place between 24 
April 1974 and 25 October 1999, 
namely:

• Victims of torture 

• People with mental and physical 
disabilities

• Victims of sexual violence

• Widows and single-mothers 

• Children affected by the confl ict

•   Communities who suffered 
large-scale and gross human 
rights violations, with a relatively 
high concentration of victims 
identifi ed above.

The Commission recommends that 
the reparations programme begins 
with a list of victims who came 
before the CAVR, selected and 

prioritised according to the criteria 
set out in this reparations policy. A 
two-year window period for further 
identifi cation of benefi ciaries 
eligible for reparations, to 
complement those identifi ed by the 
Commission, shall be provided, in 
order to ensure inclusiveness to 
those most vulnerable who did not 
come before the CAVR.

12.10  Financing

Indonesia should bear a signifi cant 
proportion of the costs. As the 
occupying power which committed 
most of the violations, Indonesia 
has the greatest moral and legal 
responsibility to repair the damage 
caused by its policies and agents. 

Member states of the international 
community, and business 
corporations who supported 
the illegal occupation of Timor-
Leste and thus indirectly allowed 
violations to take place, are 
obliged to provide reparations 
to victims based on the principle 
of international responsibility 

Working defi nitions for benefi ciaries

Victims of torture are those who were detained, tortured, and continue to gravely suffer the consequences 
of the torture they experienced.

People with disabilities due to gross human rights violations are those who have become permanently 
physically or mentally disabled, either totally or partially, as a consequence of the confl ict. Examples are 
victims who suffered amputations, lacerations, loss of body parts, gunshot wounds; victims with bullets 
or shell fragments in their bodies, or who have permanent problems due to severe beatings and torture 
which have left them totally or partially disabled; or victims with disabling mental health problems due to 
past violations. 

Victims of sexual violence are those women and girls who were subjected to acts such as rape, sexual 
slavery, forced marriage or other forms of sexual violence; and boys and men who suffered sexual 
violence.

Widows and single mothers are women whose husbands were killed or disappeared and who, as a result, 
are the primary breadwinners for their families. Also included here are women whose children were born 
out of rape or sexual slavery and consequently became single mothers.

Children affected by the confl ict are defi ned as:
   • children who suffer from disabilities due to gross human rights violations
   • children whose parents were killed or disappeared
   • children born out of an act of sexual violence whose mother is single 
   • children who suffer psychological damage.

Children will be eligible for reparations if they were 18 years of age or younger on 25 October 1999.
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recognised in the international 
customary law of torts. 

Contributions will also be welcome 
from international agencies and 
NGOs, based on the principle of 
social justice.

Timor-Leste is obliged by the 
Constitution to ”ensure special 
protection to the war-disabled, 
orphans, and other dependents 
who dedicated their lives to the 
struggle for independence and 
national sovereignty, and shall 
protect all those who participated 
in the resistance against the 
foreign occupation.” [Section 11, 
Constitution of RDTL]. In the spirit 
of reconciliation, the Commission 
recommends that this undertaking 
to take care of members of the 
Resistance is extended to include 
victims of human rights violations 
committed by all sides.

If Indonesia is slow to respond, 
Timor-Leste and the international 
community should make their 
contributions while pressing 
Indonesia to fulfil its responsibilities. 
Many of the victims cannot afford 
to wait. 

The Commission therefore 
recommends that the reparations 
scheme be jointly funded by:

• Fixed allocation (guaranteed by 
legislation) from the Timor-Leste 
national budget 

• Reparations by the State of 
Indonesia

• Reparations by Indonesian 
business companies, including 
State Owned Enterprises, 
and other international and 
multinational corporations and 
businesses who profited from 
war and benefited from the 
occupation

• Reparations from the Permanent 
Members of the Security Council 
– China, France, Russia, United 
Kingdom, United States of 
America

• Contributions from govern-
ments who provided military 

assistance, including weapons 
sales and training, to the 
Indonesian Government during 
the occupation and business 
corporations who benefited 
from the sale of weapons to 
Indonesia

Contributions from governments, 
international agencies, foundations 
and other civil society organisations, 
including special funds for victims 
of human rights violations, such 
as the United Nations Fund for 
Victims of Torture.

The Commission recommends 
that a trust fund be established 
to receive and manage the 
contributions and that this fund be 
regularly audited.

12.11  Duration

The Commission recommends 
that the programme functions for 
an initial period of 5 years, with 
the possibility of extension. It is 
recommended that the scholarship 
programme for children continues 
until the last eligible child turns 18 
years old, that is, in 2017.

12.12  Methods

Methods for delivery of the 
reparations programme shall be 
developed in consultation with 
victims and victims groups and will 
include the following:

Support for single mothers and 
scholarships for their children

The progamme will provide single 
mothers, including victims of 
sexual violence and war widows, 
with a scholarship for their school-
aged children until they turn 18 
years old. The package will include 
funds for school fees and other 
costs and will be administered by 
government agencies and/or NGOs 
at district level. Single mothers will 
be expected to travel to a service 
delivery organisation once a month 
to receive the funds, and at the 

same time have access to other 
services, such as counselling, peer 
support, livelihood skills training, 
and access to micro-credit for 
livelihood activities. The monthly 
activity will also serve as a focal-
point for accessing other essential 
services, such as healthcare. 

Support for the disabled, 
widows, and survivors of sexual 
violence and torture

The programme will provide 
widows, survivors of sexual 
violence (without school-aged 
children), the disabled, and torture 
survivors with social services, 
including rehabilitation, skills 
training and access to micro-
credit for livelihood activities. 
The delivery of these services 
will be conducted by government 
agencies, specialised NGOs and 
community-based NGOs. 

Support for severely affected 
communities

The programme will provide support 
to severely affected communities 
who make a collective application 
for reparations. Applications 
will be required to include an 
account of how the community 
was affected by the conflict and, 
in general terms, the violations 
experienced, a concrete project 
to alleviate the harm suffered, 
and a list of beneficiaries who will 
be involved in the activities. This 
programme can also be used 
by government agencies and/or 
NGOs for activities such as healing 
workshops and other restorative 
work, including creative therapy 
and activities such as theatre, 
graphic arts, music and prayer. A 
gender-balance of beneficiaries is 
a criteria for eligibility.

Memorialisation 

The programme will promote 
national memorialisation in 
consultation with victims and 
other stakeholders including the 
government. The programme of 
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memorialisation should be guided 
by, but not limited to, atrocities 
described in this Report and include 
commemoration ceremonies, 
dates, monuments, and other 
initiatives to honour and remember 
victims of human rights violations 
in local communities and at the 
national level. Memorialisation will 
also include the development of 
educational materials on Timor-
Leste’s historic struggle to uphold 
human rights, the development 
of popular literature, music and 
art for remembrance, and – as 
recommended elsewhere in this 
Report – an education programme 
to promote a culture of non-violent 
resolution of conflict. 

Commitment to non-recurrence 
of violence

As part of a national commitment 
to non-repetition of violence, a 
special education programme to 
mitigate the impact of 25 years of 
violence will be conducted together 
with relevant government agencies 
and civil society. Acknowledging 
the cycle of violence which 
continues to permeate East 
Timorese society, at the workplace 
and in our homes, the national 
reparations programme shall 
develop an education campaign 
to increase public awareness of 
the link between past abuses and 
current violent behaviour. The aim 
of this education programme is to 
facilitate a change in the practice 
of using violence a means to 
mediate conflict, at all levels of 
life. In order to honour victims of 
mass violence, we must make a 
clear commitment to transform this 
legacy from the past.

12.13  Implementing body

The Commission recommends 
that an implementing body for the 
national reparations programme 
be established that will function 
for the duration of the programme. 
Its task will be to implement 
and coordinate the National 
Reparations Programme in 

cooperation with a range of relevant 
partners. These will include service 
delivery government agencies, 
such as the Ministry of Labour and 
Reinsertion, Ministry of Health, 
Ministry of Education, and service 
delivery NGOs and church-based 
organisations working at national 
and district levels.

The implementing body will engage 
grassroots “social workers” or 
facilitators at the district level, 
who will receive some training 
and transportation support. These 
district workers will help connect 
victims to services needed. 

The implementing body will 
develop and support innovative 
programmes, together with NGOs, 
to assist victims, victims groups, 
and communities, to address 
needs and issues in a sustainable 
and empowering way.

The implementing body shall 
establish an advisory board 
which includes representatives of 
victims and victims groups, and 
organisations and individuals with 
high-standing in the community for 
protecting the rights of victims, as 
a permanent consultative body in 
the development and delivery of 
its programme.

13. FOLLOW-ON INSTI-
TUTION TO THE CAVR

The Commission has made a 
certain contribution to the nation 
building process of Timor-Leste in 
the early years of transition in our 
new democracy. This transition will 
be an ongoing and long process. It 
is the Commission’s view, based on 
three years of dialogue with local 
communities, that many aspects of 
its work should be followed up as 
part of the national effort to build 
a society based on acknowledging 
the truth of the past, non-violence, 
reconciliation and reparations. The 
work of recording, preserving and 
sharing the truth of our history, of 

continuing the promotion of lasting 
reconciliation, and of creating a 
society based on human rights 
and the rule of law can all be 
enhanced by the establishment of 
an institution to carry on aspects of 
the Commission’s work.

The Commission recommends 
that:

13.1. The National Parliament 
supports the recommendations 
in this Report, takes primary 
responsibility for overseeing and 
monitoring their implementation 
and delegates this task to an 
appropriate Parliamentary 
Committee. 

13.2. The National Parliament 
mandates an appropriate 
organisation to conduct a national 
consultation under the auspices 
of the President on the role, terms 
of reference and feasibility of a 
follow-on institution and, based 
on these findings, to make a 
recommendation for consideration 
by the National Parliament. Issues 
to be considered should include:

• the implementation of the 
Recommendations in this 
Report

• the need for further reconciliation 
in Timor-Leste

• the preservation of the ex-Balide 
Comarca as a heritage site and 
its use as a national memorial 
centre for victims and human 
rights 

• the preservation and use of the 
CAVR archives

• the legal status of the in-
stitution.

 


